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Explanatory note
Overview of Publications from the Comparative Studies
of Multi-stakeholder Initiatives
In 2014 the Task Team on CSO Development Effectiveness and Enabling
Environment commissioned Comparative Studies of Multi-stakeholder
Initiatives (MSI studies). The aim is to improve understanding of multi-stakeholder initiatives (MSIs) which are regarded as important instruments in international development cooperation, including for the implementation of the
Sustainable Development Goals.
The studies were conducted independently. Under leadership of the International Institute of Social Studies of Erasmus University Rotterdam, a team of
local consultants conducted comparative research in four countries: Costa Rica,
Indonesia, Kenya and Kyrgyzstan.
The MSI studies look at the country conditions for the effectiveness of MSIs, the
interlocutors (the entity that hosts/facilitates/leads or acts as an MSI secretariat)
that can make MSIs successful; and at the stakeholders’ experiences of improving MSI performance.
The results are published and categorised in four different volumes. Please find
the complete list of these volumes below:
Extended Summary - provides a brief overview of the major features and results
of the MSI studies to be found in the four volumes that make up the total of
reports.
Volume I: Synthesis Report - combines information about the studies in terms
of: concepts, country and case selection, practical issues of field work and analysis of the data gathered. With a Technical Note (Annex II) that informed the
work, this volume draws on the others to summarise results in terms of three
principle research questions and the broad aims of the studies as established by
the Task Team.
Volume II: SUN Report – publishes the results of the International MSI which
was active in all four countries and therefore was included for comparative purposes: the Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN) movement. Written as a standalone, this
draws on the Technical Note to guide analysis of the competencies and interactions between an international secretariat and national focal points that are
critical for the in-country thrust of the SUN approach.
Volume III: Country and Case Comparisons - contains the four country reports
and starts with an exercise to see if and how a country context can be understood in terms of its ‘pre-disposition’ to collaborate in MSIs.
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The idea is to explore if country level data and Indices – such as a national
measure of an Enabling Environment and many others– can be combined and
used to assist in strategizing MSIs towards (dis)enabling conditions. This novel
approach to country comparisons is at an early stage of a ‘work in progress’.
Volume IV: Case Studies- is made up of seventeen case studies grouped by
country. It is the primary empirical source of information gathered by the research teams.
The Extended Summary and Volumes I to III are available online on the website
of the Task Team on CSO Development Effectiveness and Enabling Environment. Volume IV is only available upon request. Please fill in the contact form if
you would like to submit a request.
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Executive summary
This Volume reports on a study commissioned in 2014 by the Task Team on
CSO Development Effectiveness and Enabling Environment to improve understanding of Multi-stakeholder Initiatives (MSIs), which are expected to become
important instruments in the implementation of the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). With an emphasis on in-country initiatives, three questions
were guiding the research: (i) What country conditions work for and against
the effectiveness of MSIs? (ii) What attributes do interlocutors require and apply to make MSIs successful? (iii) What do stakeholders’ experiences say about
improving MSI performance?
The study was implemented by a team led by the International Institute of Social
Studies of Erasmus University Rotterdam (ISS) involving lead and local researchers working in three stages. A preparatory stage consisted of a scoping study
of possible sites, leading to a selection of four countries (Costa Rica, Indonesia,
Kenya, and Kyrgyzstan) bringing seventeen cases of MSI experience. Case selection intentionally reflected a variety of domestically-driven multi-stakeholder
practices, allowing for comparisons within countries, between countries as well
as with one international initiative (Scaling up Nutrition Initiative – Volume II).
The second stage in 2015 focused on case study research, locating these within
local context variables and analysing the positions of stakeholders and interlocutors. The third stage brought these findings together into a comparative
analysis, laying the basis for this Synthesis Report (Volume I) and its three sister
volumes (Volume II: Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN) as a Multi-Stakeholder Initiative; Volume III: Country Comparison and Reports; Volume IV: Case Studies),
plus an Extended Summary.
Multi-stakeholder initiatives can be dialogues or collaborations involving entities with different ideas, competencies, capabilities, authority, representativeness, etc. Stakeholders were grouped into seven main categories: state organs,
civil society groups, business, knowledge and research institutions, media,
international agencies, and a rest category (‘others’). Whereas government and
civil society seems to be present in most cases, business is often absent. Whether they are domestically driven or internationally inspired, stakeholder mixes in
MSIs are too varied to rely on a template. It seems more prudent to apply basic
principles of sub-sector differentiation and power analysis towards a process of
progressive engagement of stakeholders as interlocution unfolds and non-participant interests are attracted or become ‘threatened’. In addition, it seems
important to assess who is missing from an MSI, while not assuming that public
statements of support for an MSI’s intentions by any party will translate into
commitment and engagement. Non-participants have to be examined in order
to understand resistance that an interlocution process might encounter.
Looking at the seventeen cases we can roughly say that MSI approaches worked
relatively well in seven cases (two in Kyrgyzstan; two in Costa Rica; two in Indonesia; and one in Kenya), whereas in ten others they either worked partly or
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did not work at all. The country cases linked to the SUN initiative were generally
successful in terms of promoting the principles of inclusiveness and country-ownership, but for nutrition outcomes the results were still limited. The other cases had various outcomes against intentions, calling for care in generalist
conclusions. A proper discussion is needed about the actual definition of “MSI
achievements” or even “MSI success”: is getting the right stakeholders around
the table, regardless what they say or do, already a success or not?
As expected, country context is an important variable for effectiveness. Volume
III shows how, by assessing MSI ‘pre-dispositions’, a context can be approached
strategically. But much about contexts’ influence depends on how a stakeholder
responds to country conditions: stakeholder adaptability appears to be an important factor in making MSIs effective. We also see that ‘context’ is geo-political, not stopping at a country’s borders. In addition, it turns out that the ‘context
creating’ contribution of individuals (leadership) is essential. It was also found
that values such as integrity and inclusion prove to be conducive to MSI effectiveness - which also have to do with the way governments communicate policy
decisions as much as the capacity to give voice to local level actors in hierarchical settings.
State ownership - essential for SDG implementation - is predominantly based
on government initiative and involvement, which implies public legitimacy as
well as a mandate. However, a challenge for wider country ownership is for
government agencies to hold back from exercising authority if inclusion and
voluntary engagement of non-state actors is to be achieved and sustained. Here,
choosing a non-state location for interlocution can have merits.
For all cases seven competencies an interlocutor requires were assessed in
the various stages of interlocution. Here, we see that the significance of interlocution attributes increase across MSI stages, becoming more demanding
as institutional embedding draws closer. In addition, leadership and conflict
management are significant at the beginning, but decrease over time. Polyglot
communication increases in importance, but trust is consistently significant
throughout.
Main lessons of the study are:
		To assure country-ownership an interlocutor has to be governed collectively, not by edict. This inclusive requirement translates into state sincerity towards collaborative purposes, not a utilitarian window-dressing with
CSOs and other parties.
		A CSO-type location for an interlocutor could broaden buy-in, provide a
space/platform for wide ownership and help buffer ‘democratic disruptions’, while opening up accountability to public scrutiny through more
diverse communication channels and networks.
		For country-ownership, allocating conflicting roles to an interlocutor that
are essentially supportive/facilitative alongside those that are judgemental/evaluative, and using these entities as a financing channel, is best
avoided.
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		Assessing MSI effectiveness and interlocutor efficacy are not straightforward, where attention is needed to: (a) differences between MSDs and
MSCs; while (b) recognising that geo-political forces can limit attribution
of progress to the interlocutor involved.
		Multi-institutional thematic approaches, and those more heavily reliant
on social rather than natural sciences, will be more demanding on interlocution competencies.
		Learn from templates but avoid ‘standardized’ application in MSI and
interlocutor design in favour of applying seven principles of MSI effectiveness, tailored to the situation and the context.
		Sub-national public entities – municipalities, local governments – should
have designated places at the national head of an MSI table.
		Establishing an MSI design with interlocutor and interlocution processes
should be tailored strategically through a lens of a country’s collaborative
predispositions.
Finally, it is recommended to:
		Avoid equating multi-stakeholder dialogues with collaboration: the
commitments are different as is the effect on relative power, where some
degree of sovereignty is foregone.
		Get the institutional location and personal anchoring right, while being
prepared to adapt as the MSI proceeds. If a dialogue moves into collaboration, or vice versa, another MSI design and competencies may be
needed.
		Unpack major stakeholder categories, because sectors - government, civil
society, business - are too coarse a framing for what MSIs are all about;
		Ensure that attention is paid to a combination of rules of the game and
stakeholders’ sensitivity to incentives and an MSI’s value proposition,
especially for business.
Factor ‘democratic disruptions’ into MSI processes.
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1. Introduction
This is the first of four volumes documenting and analysing seventeen case
studies on multi-stakeholder initiatives (MSIs) undertaken in four countries.
The work was commissioned in 2014 by the Task Team on CSO Development
Effectiveness and Enabling Environment (Task Team) and guided by a Reference Group established for this purpose. This MSI study is intended to
complement others directed at measuring the Enabling Environment for civil
society. The Task Team foresaw the value of studies that could guide it in its
work, for instance regarding messaging content and process.
A focus on MSIs would be forward looking and of strategic worth because,
amongst others, multi-institutional collaboration is intended to feature strongly
in the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).1
Consultations with the Reference Group identified areas of common interest
with ISS staff who would take responsibility for the work. In this case, it was
around the poorly understood issue of who ‘hosts’ an MSI, allied to how do they
do so – in technical terms who is the interlocutor connecting stakeholders and
what interlocution processes do they bring about in relation to different goals
and country contexts? This topic has relevance for moving forward with the
SDGs across the world, which reinforce a commitment to the first principle of
the Paris Declaration, the Accra Agenda for Action and the Busan Partnership
Document of national ownership.2
A review of existing writings and analysis contained in the Technical Note
(Annex II) of this report points to a substantial body of work on MSIs, but not
necessarily from civil society or country-driven perspectives. In addition, there
appear to be gaps in knowledge that would be worth filling from the point of
view of enhancing MSI effectiveness. In consultation with the Reference Group,
three primary questions for study were posed as the centre-point of in-country
work.

Primary research questions:
1. What country conditions work for and against the effectiveness of MSIs?
2.	What attributes do interlocutors require and apply to make MSIs
successful?
3.	What do stakeholders’ experiences say about improving MSI
performance?
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The principle task of this synthesis report is to use the in-country empirical
work to answer these questions with references to the broad aims set out by the
Task Team. The first question receives additional attention in Volume III, which
adopts an original way of understanding context in terms of a country’s
pre-dispositions towards or against the complex collaboration that multi-institutional/multi-sector arrangements require. Major findings of this potentially
strategic approach to context analysis are incorporated in that Volume.
The following section starts by explaining the concepts involved in MSIs and the
rationale for the approach adopted. Section three sets out the process of country
and case selection based on criteria provided by the Reference Group. The principle findings are divided across sections four and five. The former deals with
the nature of MSIs their performance and ideas. The latter concentrates on what
can be learned about interlocutors and processes of interlocution. Our logic is
for the reader to have a full appreciation about the MSI cases investigated in
order, then, to understand what the interlocutor involved has to deal with.
Analysis in section six applies findings in all Volumes to answer the three primary research questions, while section seven goes a step further by drawing conclusions in relation to the broad aims.

1

SGDs 17.16 and 17.17 http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/

2

http://www.oecd.org/dac/effectiveness/parisdeclarationandaccraagendaforaction.htm
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2. The approach to MSI studies
The field of multi-stakeholder initiatives and partnerships is well studied.
A review in the Technical Note (Annex II) shows, however, that there is little
in the way of consensus about what constitutes a stakeholder and as little
agreement about MSI typologies. Each analyst adopts what suits their purpose. Extracting from the Technical Note, this section therefore explains how
stakeholders and MSIs are understood, and what the literature points to as
‘principles of effectiveness’. This is followed by a detailing of the comparative
method employed.
2.1 Stakeholders
Stakeholders are central to this research terrain. Common options in terms of
definitions are between organisation-centred and social intervention concepts
and associated frameworks. This study adopts the second perspective, which
corresponds to Task Team thinking about and applying development initiatives,
particularly in terms of power, participation with local ownership and sustainability of change. Major categories of key stakeholders disaggregated case by case
are: State, Private Sector, Civil Society, (Social) Media, Knowledge Institutions/
Academia, International Agencies and Others.
The cases show the necessity to undertake a fine-grained unpacking within what
are traditionally known as sectors of state, business and civil society. The cases
demonstrate that a lot of effort in MSIs involves gaining alignment between
types of players within a sector, such as across government departments and aid
agencies, as well as between national, local and international NGOs. Reaching
active collaboration of entities within different categories of stakeholders, rather
than across them, is a critical picture of what interlocutors are up to.
Multi-stakeholder initiatives are not defined by how many ‘sectors’ are involved,
but by the extent to which there are contending claims on the outcome. Whose
interests are being advanced or threatened? Put another way, MSIs of interest
are not those that simply combine/integrate competencies of various parties to
better achieve an uncontested outcome, which some governments are prone to
do (see sub-section 4.4 on MSI performance).
Economic and social justice involve some sort of ‘struggle’ that can be between
actors within a ‘tri-sector’ model – international versus local NGOs; ministers at
loggerheads protecting their departments; makers of generic medicines versus
those with patents to protect – as well as between them. By design, this MSI
study is interested in cases with a diversity of ‘protagonists’.
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2.2 MSI Typology and principles
Multi-stakeholder initiatives have many forms, many origins and many
objectives. In terms of forms, MSIs can be split between:
 ulti-stakeholder dialogues (MSDs), which involve stakeholders who agree
M
to meet periodically but are not formally signed up, nor ‘contractually’ committed, to joint action with mutual accountability for outcomes. Each party
retains their own responsibility and freedom of decision-making.
 ulti-stakeholder collaborations (MSCs), which are based on formal ‘contracM
tual’ agreements about being part of an ongoing process of cooperation with
shared responsibility and accountability for mutually agreed results. From
the outset, each party accepts some degree of voluntary self-constraint in its
freedom to decide things that affect the others and the agreed process.
Existing MSI typologies include those based on the relative complementarities of
different types of institutional players; the principles of rights to be involved; and
principles of governance that determine the rules and authority that people are
subject to. Less attention is paid to the scales at which any of these options operate.
Reviewing existing typologies leads to the following framework because it appears
closest to the sort of objectives commonly found among civil society organisations
that are sensitive to inclusion of (disadvantaged) groups, advocate policy change for
socio-economic transformation and are engaged in service delivery.
Table 1. MSI Categories
Type

Purpose

A

Service provision/
implementation

B

Standard setting/protecting

C

Institutional reform/
rule change

D

Socio-political power shift

Sub-National Scale
/ Identity Group

National Scale

Source: Technical Note, Annex II

An overall review of material relied on in the Technical Note suggests that MSIs
of the type that the Task Team is concerned about are more likely to be effective if:
(1) the quality of leadership conforms with processes where differences in power
are acknowledged while inclusion and voluntarism of membership are respected;
(2) local contexts and actors are recognised as the final arbiters of performance;
(3) a common agenda is negotiated and not imposed; (4) mutual trust is gained
and maintained; (5) (resource) commitments made are realistic and lived up to; (6)
communication is open and fluid; and (7) there is accountable governance with rules
of the game that are co-defined and fairly applied. These principles are used, in Volume III, to compare country level pre-conditions and are reported on below.
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2.3 Comparative method
A conventional wisdom is that processes of development and change are highly
context specific. Less well understood is what it is about context that different
stakeholders are sensitive to. Similarly, there is knowledge to be added about
what happens at the interface between international initiatives that countries
join and how interactions are influenced by the national setting and dynamics.
Looking into both these issues calls for a comparative methodology which: (1)
compares country-initiated MSI to reach a summative analysis; (2) compares
summative analyses in four countries in relation to context; and (3) compares
country cases of an internationally inspired MSI, the Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN)
movement.
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3. Countries and cases
This section explains the basis for selection of cases to be considered for inclusion in studies on the working of multi-stakeholder initiatives (MSIs) commissioned by the Task Team. It describes the criteria provided to the researchers, the processes followed to identify countries and select cases through an
in-country scoping exercise.
3.1 Criteria and selection
Through a participatory process with ISS staff, expressing a strong concern
for study of in-country MSI processes, the Task Team Studies Reference Group
provided three types of criteria: for countries, for cases, and for practicalities.
Their guidance was approved and slightly modified at a full Task Team meeting
in October 2014 in order to, where viable, include countries that would probably
feature in other studies related to Global Partnership Initiative 12 (GPI-12) on
CSO Enabling Environment Framework and Guidelines. With a strong in-country emphasis and a comparative methodology in mind, headline criteria for
selecting MSI cases were:

Country environments
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Government somewhat open to civil society
Emerging power
Democratic challenges to a well functioning democracy
Of interest to Task Team’s commitments to GPI-12

Cases
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Clear power dimensions
Requires consistent voluntary e ngagement
Clear mandate
Multiple sources of financing

Practicality
(1) Availability of local researchers
(2) Ease of access
(3) Multiple sources of information
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Proxies for a ‘government somewhat open to non-state actors’ - civil society
and business - were provided by a country’s voluntary sign up to: (1) the World
Bank’s Global Partnership for Social Accountability (GPSA) as well as Open
Government Partnership (OGP); with (2) membership of the UN Global Compact (UN-GP). After a survey of 24 international MSIs, mainly because of its
requirement for substantial country-owned processes, the Scaling Up Nutrition
(SUN) Initiative was selected to provide multi-country comparisons (Volume
II). Attention was also paid to comparative dimensions of geo-historical factors
influencing country-specific conditions. Eventually six countries were identified
as potentials for study.
Bangladesh (probable GPI-12 site)
Costa Rica
Indonesia
Kenya (probable GPI-12 site)
Kyrgyz Republic (possible GPI-12 site)
Mozambique (probable GPI-12 site)
These offered a wide span of population numbers and diverse geo-political, economic and societal landscapes that sharpen comparative analysis.
3.2 Scoping
A network of ISS graduates and other sources generated teams of in-country
researchers that were asked to undertake a scoping exercise in these countries.
Four countries were able to do so within the time frame available. Consequently,
Bangladesh and Mozambique were not included in the final country set. Hence,
after careful discussion about viability, the six case study countries were eventually reduced to four: Costa Rica, Indonesia, Kenya and Kyrgyzstan.
The in-country assignment was to undertake a scoping exercise at two levels.
First, to provide a general overview of the conditions – political, economic, etc. –
that set the context in which multi-stakeholder initiatives could (not) take place.
Second, to provide thumbnail sketches of three types of MSIs that were in place
with a practical potential for study. The case types are:
Type 1: Multi-stakeholder collaboration (MSCs) requiring ongoing cooperation associated with joining an internationally promoted agenda – in this
case the Scaling up Nutrition initiative (SUN) - which has a strong in-country
approach.
Type 2: Multi-stakeholder dialogues (MSDs) including but not limited to
(non-measurement) issues of an enabling environment for civil society without long-term cooperation.
Type 3: Multi-stakeholder initiatives (MSDs or MSCs) driven by a country’s
domestic issues.
The lack of a reliable data base on the profile of all MSIs within a country required local knowledge and networks to do so.
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The study co-leaders received thumbnail sketches of MSIs and then offered
guidance on what seemed more or less suitable for more detailed enquiry. A
final country scoping report provided details of a number of cases that could be
considered for selection with researcher’s recommendations and justifications.
The study co-leaders made cross-country comparisons to select two options for
type 2 and type 3 that could be included in the next stage.
3.3 Case overview

4x

Type 1: dedicated to SUN comparisons.

5x

Type 2: MSIs dedicated to issues of the enabling environment, where all are
dialogues.

8x

Type 3: directed to ‘endogenous’ issues, which may or may not enjoy
in
 ternational financial support: all are collaborations, with two sub-national
in scope.

Annex I provides an overview of the individual cases.
Individual case reports in Volume IV form the basis for each country report that,
together with a comparative analysis of national context, are available in Volume III.
As planned, the set of studies provides a rich diversity of locally driven MSI experiences enabling comparisons within as well as between countries. While providing
the evidence used in subsequent sections as orientation, for Kenya the cases combine enabling environment MSDs directed at the politics of internal security and
MSCs intended to substantially alter the institutional infrastructure to conform to
the new Constitution.
Indonesia offers comparative enabling environment examples directed at curtailing government impunity and extending human rights as well as national scale
long-term collaborations dedicated to human development of indigenous people.
Costa Rica brings national cases that, for example, impact on the enabling environment by altering the recognition of minority rights; citizen action which
reforms strategies for public investment; bringing about a new law on water
resources; as well as a sub-national business-driven MSC.
Kyrgyzstan compares challenges to an enabling environment on the one hand
with expansion of civic oversight on government on the other. A sub-national
case illustrates how a MSC born out of humanitarian relief evolves to a network
inspired MSD.

19
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As orientation, cross-country comparisons between Kenya and Kyrgyzstan are
possible in terms of changes to legislation with negative effects on civic space and
agency; and MSCs directed at environmental protection and rural development
in Costa Rica and Indonesia. Across the cases are illustrations of Interlocutor
diversity, as well as unpacking the too broad categories of state, civic society and
business.
These explanations of concepts and set up of the study produced data from seventeen cases, four related to SUN, and thirteen that are country-initiated. Noteworthy is that country analysis provided by the ISS Indices of Social Development
(ISD) (Volume III, Annex I) suggests that country differences are less apparent than
case differences. Though they vary between them, no country participating is an
ISD outlier, suggesting that findings may be of general interest.
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4. Findings – MSIs in practice
Multi-stakeholder initiatives can be dialogues or collaborations involving entities with different ideas, competencies, capabilities, authority, representativeness and so on. As explained previously, for the purposes of this study, stakeholders are grouped into seven main categories. This section unpacks the
real-life diversity of stakeholders in the case studies. It emphasises the point
that those with a stake in what an initiative sets out to do, may choose not to
engage in the process in any formal way, relying instead on other channels to
have their interests take into account. Put another way, who is not at an MSI
table could be more significant than those that are.
4.1 MSI stakeholder diversity
Using participatory enquiry, each case study determined the stakeholders involved as well as those that were, from the perspective of the MSI objectives,
considered to be ‘missing’. Then interviewees engaged in the MSI were invited
to rate the relative importance of stakeholders in terms of their capabilities
and significance for achieving results. This exercise illustrated the wide variety
of interested parties within the ‘traditional’ sector categories of government,
business and civil society. It also indicated their relative significance in relation
to achieving the goals collectively set. These two perspectives indicate why ‘unpacking’ stakeholders is necessary, particularly in relation to fully understanding
the demands likely to be made on an interlocutor.
Table 2 shows the variety in number of types of ‘entities’ within a stakeholder
category that an interlocutor might deal with. Entities within the government
category can be separate departments and units within Ministries, multiple levels of local government, regulatory and parastatal bodies, parliamentary committees and so on. CSOs include, community based, faith based, NGOs dedicated to service delivery, advocacy, social movements, etc. The business category
ranges across types of industry, (trans)national corporations, lobby associations,
large and small scale enterprises. Mass media includes print and broadcast such
as local radio, which may be private or publically owned. International agencies
can be bi or multi-lateral, lending or grant making. These and other variations
mean that consistency of interpretation of types across countries is difficult to
achieve. Nevertheless, the case findings allow comparative illustration of the
in-country variety of stakeholders that make up an MSI.
For example, Costa Rica shows significant variation between stakeholders when
the issue concerned is economic as opposed to social. The Water Law saw five
stakeholders representing different business groups, five parts of government
and two NGO platforms. Conversely, LGBTI legislation brought six NGOs, and
two types of state agency, one department and many conservative political parties including parliamentarians.
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For SUN in Kyrgyzstan, in a fine grained analysis, respondents identified thirteen stakeholders relating to four ministries, seven operational and two policy
departments, two parliamentary committees, an inter-ministerial council, local
governments, community based activists, two UN agencies, the technical university and the mass media.
Kenya offers an example of stakeholder exclusion within a category. Here, civil
society reacted against restrictive legislation modelled on neighbouring Ethiopia. This was fed by associating NGOs with charges against the president and
vice president at the International Criminal Court. In liaising with parliamentarians, the CSO Reference Group – composed of four types of Kenyan CSOs – ‘….
made a deliberate move not to use international NGOs as a ‘shield’ through
which they would fight the government in their push for implementation of the
Public Benefit Organisations Act without amendments because, from the onset,
they knew they were subject to the charge that they were being funded by international organisations.’ Thus, their work could easily be tainted by accusations
of ‘serving foreign masters’.
A similar ‘exclusion’ case in Indonesia is one where the AMAN ‘cleansed’ its
membership of both international supporters and those in the population who
it deemed not, in its own eyes, properly indigenous. In both instances, the interlocutor was not power-neutral in terms of determining who belonged as well
as, in the case of Kyrgyzstan, trying to bridge positions adopted by nationalist
and religious CSOs against those of a more liberal, internationalist disposition. The SUN case and analysis, detailed in Volume II, show that even when a
country adopts a common agenda with others, domestic circumstances strongly
influence the institutional location as well as the legitimacy of the interlocutor
and, hence, an ability to assemble relevant stakeholders both within and across
institutional types. In this, as in other cases, the institutional ego of ministers
and public servants can lead to claim-making competition for ownership: read
power, authority and potential access to resources.
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Table 2. MSI Stakeholder Engagement – Numbers of participating types of
entities / divisions within major stakeholder categories

State
Organs

Civil
Society

Business

Costa Rica CR-SUN
CR-LGBTI
CR-IWRM
CR-SSHC
CR-RLP

4
2
5
3
1

1
6
2
2
4

1

Indonesia

3
2
4
2

4
4
3
3

1

3

1
1

1
1

3
Ke-SUN
Ke-CSORG 1
2
Ke-UR
Ke-ASDS

1
4
5

1

3
1
4

7
6
6
5

2
3

Country

Kenya

Identifier

In-SUN
In-AMAN
In-KPAM
In-SAPA

Kyrgyzstan Ky-SUN
Ky-FA
Ky-PCs
Ky-RHF

1

Knowledge/ Media
Research

3
1

1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

Other

1

5
2

Int.
Agencies

1
1

1
1

2
1
1
1

2
1

A general conclusion is that, be they domestically driven or internationally inspired,
stakeholder mixes in MSIs are too varied to rely on a template. It seems more
prudent to apply basic principles of sub-sector differentiation and power analysis towards progressive engagement of stakeholders as interlocution unfolds and
non-participant interests become ‘threatened’. A further conclusion is to ask and
understand who is missing from the MSI and why? Put another way, it is prudent
not to assume that public statements of support for an MSI’s intentions by any party
will translate into commitment and engagement. Examining non-participants can
be a useful proxy to understand potential sites of and reasons for resistance that an
interlocution process might encounter. This would be useful information for interlocution strategy and interlocutor competencies.
4.2 Stakeholder Significance
The Technical Note (Annex II) recognises that when it comes to MSI performance
and results, not all stakeholders carry equal weight. Accordingly, country research
sought to gauge the relative significance of different stakeholders as experienced
or perceived by those interviewed. Three criteria were used: the capacity to engage
(CTE), the potential to influence (PTI) and their priority for a successful outcome
(PSE). Scores were allocated for each category leading to a ranking for the case.
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Table 3 below shows the significance for results attributed to each stakeholder category where a rating of one is most significant and a rating of four is least significant.
All cases involve government, usually as the critical priority stakeholder. The only
exception is the business-driven Roads to Leadership MSC in Costa Rica, although
it depends on a government department issuing licences to access a national park.
Civil society in one guise or another is generally significant and present in almost all
cases, confirming the generally bi-lateral nature of the country-driven MSIs investigated. Business features in some ten cases, but seldom in a major way and even less
often as a formal member. And the significance of an influential but a non-participating party is seen in Kyrgyzstan. A stakeholder in the Foreign Agents law includes
the foreign policy agencies of the Russian Federation which is trying to bring the
country into its orbit by supporting restrictive policies of civil society, domestic or
foreign. Another example is the CSO Reference Group in Kenya which is seeing cut
backs in donor financing in the wake of the election violence and ICC case, now being reversed in the light of the jihadist attacks of al Shabab and similar terrorisms.
External pressure on the government not to introduce restrictions on civil society is
becoming less overt and on a lower key. A geo-political angle on the ‘environment’
for (some) MSIs merits recognition. In the face of these ‘environmental’ factors, an
interlocutor can bear an unfair responsibility for MSI performance.
Table 3. MSI Stakeholder Significance
Civil
Society

Costa Rica CR-SUN
CR-LGBTI
CR-IWRM
CR-SSHC
CR-RLP

1
1
1
1
3

4
1
3
2
2

Indonesia

In-SUN
In-AMAN
In-KPAM
In-SAPA

1
1
1
1

2
1
2
1

2

3

3
4

2
1

Ke-SUN
Ke-CSORG
Ke-UR
Ke-ASDS

1
1
1
1

2
1
1
2

3

1
2
1
1

1
1
1
1

2
2

Kenya

Identifier

Kyrgyzstan Ky-SUN
Ky-FA
Ky-PCs
Ky-RHF

1

Business

Knowledge/ Media
Research

State
Organs

Country

Int.
Agencies

Other

4
1
1

3
2

1

1
3
2
3
3

4
1

2
2

1
2
2
1

4
3

3
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The interlocutor data presented in section 5 below shows increasing demands
as MSIs progress - particularly in terms of being a ‘polyglot’. It also points to an
argument that multi-stakeholder initiatives are more likely to start as dialogues
within stakeholders categories, like government and civil society and then
between them perhaps, but not necessarily, leading to collaborations directly involving multiple stakeholder categories. The general lack of business at the MSI
table bears out the idea that, for this category, alternative ways of engaging are
preferred. The Costa Rica Water Law MSI started as a citizen-state dialogue, only
being formally joined by businesses as it neared parliamentary approval. Until
then, over some fourteen years, business lobbying through other channels and
successive changes in the parties in power had succeeded in blocking progress.
In Indonesia, lack of business engagement with the SUN initiative is part attributed to avoidance of being at a table facing civil society criticism of companies
producing infant formula milk and paying community workers to promote these
products.
4.3 Context and stakeholder effectiveness
This MSI study is designed to look at how context influences the effectiveness of
diverse stakeholders. Volume III looks at six types of differences between countries that can have a bearing on MSIs, while individual cases show what context
means within a country. Comparisons in Volume III suggest that country settings can be more or less pre-disposed towards collaboration. Here, in terms
of positive pre-dispositions, the ranking runs from Costa Rica to Kyrgyzstan, to
Indonesia to Kenya as least.
This section addresses the first research question: How do characteristics of the
national context work for or against the effectiveness of these MSIs? Sections 4.1
and 4.2 of this Volume make clear that - beyond the fact that government is
‘first amongst equals’ - there is significant diversity in types and distributions of
stakeholder power within an MSI. As a result, specifying in detail context-determining factors for effectiveness per stakeholder type within each category is not
practical. What can be done, however, is to establish a picture of what common
factors in different settings seem to be in play that impact on effectiveness of
domestically driven MSIs.
Across the cases and countries a few broad similarities influencing effectiveness
can be seen, which play out differently across stakeholder categories. They can
be summarised in terms of: (1) the political dispensation affecting democratic
disruption; (2) the effects of a polycentric governance infrastructure; (3) institutional (mis)trust; and (4) motivations and incentives for collaboration. They
interact to create dynamic conditions with which MSIs and their Interlocutors
must be able to cope. Consequently, the picture is more one of a weaving together of these factors than one of separate stories.
4.3.1 Democratic disruption
Volume III shows that countries in the study have democratic political systems
of various designs and distributions of power across major institutions of state:
a parliament, a judiciary and an executive that are not static. The case of d
 rafting
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and passing a Water Law in Costa Rica shows how reforms which opened up
multi-party politics resulted in elections that periodically changed the ideology
of the parties in power, which held back and then accelerated the MSI. Over this
period, aided by academic and technical specialists, an NGO retained the public
legitimacy to provide continuity. The post-election violence in Kenya in 2007,
plus the adoption of a new Constitution in 2010 and elections in 2012 brought a
new regime stance towards civil society organisations. This shift resulted in a set
of constraining amendments to an MSD that had already resulted in a CSO-enabling draft Public Benefit Organisations Bill.
In Kyrgyzstan, a change in the elected mayor of the city of Osh meant re-negotiating the terms of collaboration agreed in an MSC involving the Regional
Humanitarian Forum. Post ethnic violence in Kyrgyzstan led to a new parliamentary set up, with an MSC bringing public oversight to ministries, a still
ongoing process. Recent presidential elections in Indonesia brought a break
with the post-Suharto political dispensation leading to a restructuring of public
administration that elevated an individual commitment to the SUN initiative. A
donor parallel is changes in the political party in power which feeds alterations
in aid policies and commitments, for example in determining priority countries,
in allocations and in sectors of interest.
The important point is that democracy often disrupts MSI stability. This does not
mean that effectiveness is always negatively affected. MSIs that have lost momentum can be reinvigorated and useful institutions ‘rediscovered’. For SUN in
Costa Rica, it can mean:
	‘… reactivating the National Secretariat for Food and Nutrition Policy
(SEPAN) – an already existing, albeit inactive, political platform that entails
political involvement of the highest authorities of the sector, as well as other
state agencies, the private sector and civil society organizations.’ (Costa Rica
Case Study, p. 6)
A challenge to MSI effectiveness is one of anticipating, be prepared for and able
to take advantage of the disruptions that democratic processes bring. It is prudent not to assume that continuity is a given, calling for contingency options.
4.3.2 Polycentric governing
Cases in all countries show sensitivity to the distribution of authority and accountability across public bodies. The Presidential election of 2014 in Indonesia
reinforced processes of decentralisation beyond 416 rural districts and 98 city
municipalities to 80,000 villages, as well as altering the allocation of responsibilities within and between Ministries. In the country, any MSI with both national and sub-national intentions involving government is confronted by a set of
disenabling factors:
	‘… including massive decentralization that led to power being fragmented
between the national and local levels, a low level of institutional and individual capacities to carry out critical functions, a high turnover and rotation
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among participating individuals, and lastly, limited documentation on previous experiences that underestimate the function of knowledge management
and could lead to inefficient use of financial resources.’ (Indonesia Country
Report, p.5)
The gains to broader ownership and bottom-up processes involving local nonstate actors that substantial decentralisation should produce have to be worked
for. They are not produced by decentralisation as such.
Kenya’s new Constitution radically redesigned the country’s governance structure with substantial power devolved to 47 counties with ongoing effects on an
MSD / MSC like the Agricultural Sector Development Support Programme. It
also led to a reshuffling of ministry responsibilities that downgraded the influence and status of the SUN country focal point.
Of the four participating countries Costa Rica has the most centralised system
of governing which marginalises local municipalities.
	
‘… Costa Rica boasts a constitutionally weak presidential system, in which
there is an abundance of strong controls that limit the scope of power of
the Executive. […] this branch of government lacks the power to ‘legislate by
decree’, and has only a partial veto power with regards to new laws passed by
Congress…
	… the rotation of high-level personnel with each election, often results in
failures of the administrations of pushing long-term public policy forward
beyond the end of their term. Indeed, there may be little incentive for the
incumbent government to follow-up on established initiatives and negotiations with political parties and civil society.’ (Costa Rica Country Report, p. 4)
Consequently, MSIs established and driven by the population focus attention on
public institutions whose governance is often difficult to pin down. In addition,
as the Water Law and the San Jose Highway Commission show, a distinctive
feature of governance is the role of the judiciary.
	‘One particularly relevant feature of this weak presidentialism has to do with
the fact that the most relevant controls over the Executive do not come from
the Legislative Branch, but from the Judiciary.’ (Costa Rica case study, p. 4)
Kyrgyzstan’s political-administrative structure is a product of two popular revolts
that ousted sitting presidents in 2005 and 2010 as well as ethnic clashes in 2010.
These processes have weakened the governance structure, bolstered nationalists group and created tensions between a decentralised political system and
a centralised public administration. A perhaps obvious, but too seldom cited,
conclusion is that an effective MSI is one where stakeholders collectively navigate multiple sites and types of governance. Put another way, the interlocutor
analysis reinforces an argument that MSI effectiveness calls for a design which
brings together the social and political capital required to get things done in
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many sites of authority – political and administrative – that may be uncomfortable with collaboration. In other words, there are possible issues of mistrust.
4.3.4 Institutional (mis)trust
Studies on MSIs show consensus about a positive relationship between effectiveness and degree of trust between stakeholders. When strong trust is in
play, transaction costs are reduced, communications are more open and fluid,
disagreements and conflicts are easier to resolve and commitments are more
likely to be honoured. Volume III shows and Volume IV case studies bear out an
observation that performance and trust work together, while mistrust between
stakeholders can be a serious obstacle to effectiveness.
The MSD hosted by the CSO Reference Group in Kenya is led by a small group
of tried, tested, respected and trusted CSO leaders who succeeded in reconciling divergent views within the community about a Public Benefit Organizations
Act, while making constructive links to parliamentarians. However, mistrust of
CSOs by the regime elected in 2012 is associated with their active support of
referral to the International Criminal Court which is now a major impediment
to having the Act being passed without new amendments designed to limit civic space. A general ‘culture’ of mistrust between groups and institutions
in the country is being played out in resistance from county governments to
inclusion of the private sector in the Agricultural Sector Development Support
Programme MSD which should spearhead the commercialisation of agriculture.
But the county value chain forums must include, as active stakeholders, the
agri-companies involved. For example, maize farming value chains have farmers, farmer representative organization (KENAFF), maize millers, maize traders,
and livestock feed processors. Their incorporation is vital if the prioritized value
chains in each county are to generate intended benefits. Progress is hampered
by reticence to sign binding Memoranda of Understanding and performance
contracts that individualise rather than create a team spirit. On the other hand,
the low key consultative approach of the Usalama Reforms MSC has built trust
and collaboration with the National Police Service leading to involvement in the
formulation of three reform laws. These Acts led to the establishment of new
constitutional commissions that included: the Independent Policing Oversight
Authority (IPOA), the National Police Service Commission (NPSC) and the National Police Service (NPS) which, amongst others, establish public oversight, for
example in selection of police recruits.
The public’s trust in a Costa Rican CSO – the Western Forum ANDA – which
championed an MSC to reform public infrastructure investment and an approach to managing national water resources that balanced environmental and
commercial interests was contrasted with citizen’s mistrust in the ability and
willingness of successive governments to come up with better technical and
financial proposals. Though the SUN MSC is incipient, a somewhat baffling
counterpoint is the reluctance of the focal point to trust and actively seek to
engage other government departments let alone non state actors.
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Kyrgyzstan shows parallels with Kenya in a government that simultaneously embraces and mistrusts CSOs. The Public Councils are designed and mandated to bring
the public and CSOs into a delicate oversight role for, eventually, all ministries. At
the same time, parliament is debating a bill, modelled on Russia, which would treat
externally-financed CSOs as ‘foreign agents’. One outcome is feeding factionalism
and mistrust within CSOs in the country between, on the one hand local and international bodies and, on the other, those driven by patriotic nationalism and those
with a more social development perspective. The case signals a lot of trust-building
effort by respective interlocutors to reconcile positions within government, within
CSOs and within the donor community.
Indonesia cases point to the importance of trust in individuals as well as in the
capabilities and sensitivities of the institutions to which they belong.
	‘Experience from these four cases provide similar evidence that institutional
involvement in the MSIs very much relies on the active participation of these
individuals. By way of example, the Deputy Minister of National Planning
and Development Agency, who is responsible for SUN in Indonesia, and the
previous Minister of Health (the former chair of the National AIDS Commission) are the two key champions and main drivers of these MSIs. Under their
leadership, the respective institutions gain trust and credibility from other
stakeholders, especially among the government agencies and to some extent
CSOs. Likewise with SAPA and AMAN at sub-national level, having someone
that understands the local context is critical to ensure commitment and
engagement from other stakeholders.
	The example of SAPA has shown that the role of local coordinators (korda)
becomes very critical in engaging different stakeholders. However, inconsistent participation and high level of personnel rotation within participating institutions poses a constant risk to the whole MSI process.’ (Indonesia
Country Report, p. 18).
The latter experience points to a tricky issue in MSI effectiveness already noted in the discussion on interlocutors. Individuals may be more significant for
MSI effectiveness than formal designs and ‘ideal’ models for collaboration. We
return to this finding later.
4.3.5 Motivation and incentives for collaboration
A central premise of an MSI is that stakeholders are motivated to engage their
time, resources and efforts to reach a shared, negotiated goal. In other words,
they have an incentive to collaborate. Each case study tried to identify what
this meant as well as wondering why for business this motivation appeared
infrequently, resulting in predominantly government-plus-CSO MSIs. By and
large, for all participating countries motivation to get involved in the SUN MSI
was prompted by a population’s nutrition profile and worrying gaps with the
World Health Assemblies standards: government accountability, with incentive
to gain a positive reputation with citizens. Joining SUN both elevated nutrition
as a national issue and offered a supportive pathway to a more comprehensive
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approach to solutions. Its wide-ranging nature and open platform/network
approach was a natural attractor for CSOs whose mission could be directed
at health, agriculture, public education, poverty, etc. However, attraction and
opportunity does not necessarily translate into similar interests. International
CSOs were more prone to seek a place and profile at the policy table, with local
CSOs animated by practical local service delivery and potential for resourcing.
This ‘task division’ was problematic in Kyrgyzstan and Indonesia with local CSOs
feeling subordinated and overshadowed on the national stage.
The thirteen other cases have a wide span of motivations and drivers. One is
assertion by segments of the population to gain their rights – AMAN in Indonesia and the Diversity Movement in Costa Rica. An incentive for others is to resist
the shrinking civic space on their own behalf and on behalf of others: Foreign
Agents in Kyrgyzstan and the CSO Reference Group in Kenya. Two cases with
critical business involvement – Roads to Leadership in Costa Rica and the ASDSP
in Kenya - are dedicated to improving incomes for participants, incentivizing their
involvement. Humanitarianism as incentive is seen in the Regional Forum in Osh,
Kyrgyzstan. Improving accountability or efficacy of government is a driver for Public Councils in Kyrgyzstan, for Usalama Reforms in Kenya as well as for ANDA and
SSHC in Costa Rica. Finally, specific development agendas of poverty alleviation
for SAPA and HIV/AIDS reduction are drivers in Indonesia. Scattered across these
cases are academics and researchers that are motivated by the information they
can obtain as well as the value they can gain through their social relevance.
Obviously, an underlying and common incentive is to pursue objectives that
gain public traction while attracting voluntary and financial support. In Costa
Rica, retirees with technical skills and academics provided a backbone for the MSI
dedicated to reforming public infrastructure investment. Leadership of the CSO
Reference Group in Kenya is similarly voluntary, with a secretariat hosted by a
CSO. There is a resourcing need, but no ‘standard’ resourcing model.
Like others this study points to a finding that that business appears reluctant to
formally engage in MSIs. Exceptions in the cases are those with a clear economic
reasoning. In Indonesia, mining companies joined in the HIV/AIDS MSC with an
incentive to protect the health of their work force as expected by their parent companies. The potential for generating greater income from eco-tourism underpins
a mix of inter(national) and local business stakeholders as well as aspiring entrepreneurs and small scale enterprises from the communities. SUN is attracting
some firms that fortify food, while CSO agitation against manufacturers of infant
formula milk creates a disincentive for their participation.
The fact that businesses are ‘missing’ does not mean that they are not exerting
influence on MSI processes, but that the incentives to be at the table are not
strong enough when alternatives are available.
	‘The four cases [in Kyrgyzstan] all show attempts to “navigate and hold
accountable” the power exercised by government and international agencies.
The power of business is almost absent in this analysis …
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 is not visibly present at the negotiation table, and yet all the main actors
It
hedge their bets about development when they say it depends on the market
economy, or has to be acceptable to the market economy.’ (Kyrgyzstan
Country Report, p. 21).
In Costa Rica, business connections with political parties proved sufficient to
stall the Water Law. Only when this mechanism became less effective and an Act
was about to be debated did the MSI expand with active business participation,
but not necessarily with similar interests in play. For example, agri-business had
a different take on the proposed law than the electricity generating company.
4.4 MSI performance
One of the central objectives of this study has been to explore what MSIs actually achieve and to what extent we can assess their results. We have emphasised
throughout this report that it is all very much context-dependent and that we
have to be careful in reaching more generalist conclusions. Moreover, many of
these processes have short histories and merit a longer period to be assessed in
terms of their actual outcomes. However, in this section we will try to bring the
findings of the seventeen case studies together in a higher-level analysis, as it
can help the Task Team and others to come up with policy recommendations for
the Post-2015 Development Agenda.
The following questions have been formulated by the study, which we will address in more detail below:
		
		

Do MSI approaches actually work?
What are the main drivers to their functioning?

If we look at the seventeen case studies we can roughly say that MSI approaches
worked relatively well in seven cases (two in Kyrgyzstan; two in Costa Rica; two
in Indonesia; one in Kenya), whereas in ten other cases they either worked partly
or did not work at all. So we are seeing that just over 40 percent of our case
studies reports success. Since this refers to a small selection of MSI experiences
we are careful to jump to generalizations on the basis of this figure. We rather
look at the reasons for (or the absence of ) success, and will do so by first looking at SUN cases and then at the individual MSI experiences in each of the four
countries.
In the case of SUN we already saw that success in the four countries has been
diverse. Three of the four countries are still in a stage of locating the Country
Focal Point (CFP) institutionally and negotiating what interlocution will look like,
Costa Rica being in the most initial stage. Indonesia has progressed the most
in taking SUN on board, in part because of the pre-existing nutrition policies
and the government’s strong leadership at the national level. The step of implementation is impeded more than enabled by the country’s far reaching-decentralisation of authority. In Kyrgyzstan the CPF gained active participation from
all sectors, including from donors, and some slight improvements on health
indicators were reported. However, many of the results in terms of nutrition
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outcomes are still limited. It is clear that SUN has been successful in profiling
itself as a movement, as well as by promoting the principles of inclusiveness
and country-ownership. However, ‘in their concern to avoid the imposition
of top-down prescriptions, SUN structures have probably been insufficiently
prescriptive in some respects’ (especially in ensuring/monitoring the quality of
country plans/CRFs) (Mokoro, 2015: 88). As we have observed in the SUN report:
‘Power and prescription are pivotal issues for if and how a multi-stakeholder collaboration can apply the principle of country ownership’ (SUN Report, Volume II,
p. 17).
In Kyrgyzstan the Regional Humanitarian Forum (RHF) in Osh was quite successful as it managed to get civic activists from different ethnic communities
and organisations together leading to an end of the violence (for at least the
past five years). This was largely due to the implementation of humanitarian and
reconstruction programmes, which were closely linked with the local authorities.
The key to success here was that RHF did not raise funding for itself nor did it
enlarge its membership with other sectors; it wanted to maintain its independence, flexibility and sovereignty. The other two MSI experiences in Kyrgyzstan
were only partly successful. The Public Councils (PC) at the ministry level did
generate more transparency, but the longer term impact of this MSI is still to
be determined. The civic discussion on the Foreign Agents (FA) legislation also
is not yet concluded and it is premature to speak of clear achievements. Even
though the civic forum organised by CSOs that opposed the law managed to
keep its forces together – which is an achievement in itself – it did not realize
building coalitions with other groups in society that are necessary to create a
broader dialogue.
In Costa Rica there was actually only one MSI experience studied that could be
said to have been successful: the IWRM water bill. It was an advocacy process
by environmentalists and farmers organizations that lasted for almost fourteen
years. At the end this coalition managed to get the bill approved in Congress by
all political parties. However, due to political resistance of subsequent administrations the law is still awaiting implementation. We have seen similar political
limitations in the other Costa Rican MSI cases (RBA, SUN initiative, NR-1 Road,
and LGBT marriages). The report states that these
	‘(…) were characterized by the fact that government agencies were at the
centre of power relations. This did not mean that other stakeholders were
completely excluded from the process – given that they managed to contribute greatly to these initiatives – but there was a clear recognition that the
asymmetries between the actors had constituted an issue that could limit
their level of participation and influence over the outcome of the MSI’
(Costa Rica Country Report, p. 18).
The only case in which the private sector had a more prominent role (RBA)
actually seemed to deal with these power asymmetries, though it is too early to
say that this was a successful MSI. The factor time therefore seems essential to
determine MSI success: the longer the process unfolds, the bigger the chances
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for success as well as the chances that success is gradually undermined.
In Indonesia we have seen a similar key role of the government: in two cases
– the SUN-led Sekretariat Gerakan 1000 HPK and the National AIDS committee –
the government played a central role in facilitating these MSI processes. In the
first case this led to rather impressive outcomes such as a substantial reduction
of stunted children as well as a reduction of underweight babies. In the HIVAIDS committee, after initial progress, the dialogue stranded because the co-ordinating ministry was less interested to pull this off. Even though multi-donor
trust funds were established and the Global Fund was engaged, progress eventually was limited due to resistance for religious and cultural reasons. The other
two MSI cases provided a more prominent role for civil society organisations. In
the poverty alleviation alliance SAPA this actually led to good outcomes in terms
of monitoring and evaluating social assistance programmes, in which local and
national level bureaucratic links were established. The AMAN case was, however,
less successful in providing better conditions and rights for indigenous people. It did not have the leverage at the local level, for example to prevent local
governments to give logging and mining licenses to the private sector. One of
explanations of these different outcomes in the Indonesian case is the key role
of individuals:
	‘… individual figures and personalities remain a crucial entry point to obtain
most of the aforementioned factors. Key champions, especially high-level
government bureaucrats, are needed to ensure strong commitment and to
some extent clear direction from the government’ (Indonesia Country Report, p 26).
In Kenya the MSI results were least successful, due to factors already mentioned
above on context and the role of interlocutors. Probably the only MSI process
that could be classified as a success was the SUN initiative, as it managed to
contribute to scaling up infant and child nutrition programmes. But this was
also due to external funding and may not necessarily be the result of the MSI
process. In the other cases (Usalama, CSO Reference group, and ASDSP) new dialogues and collaborations were forged, but it basically led to the establishment
of new coordination bodies of which the eventual results have to be awaited. A
problem Kenya was facing, based on the case studies, is that people apparently
do not really like to collaborate. Consequently, as in the case of Indonesia, there
is a dire need for individuals who will step up to make collaboration possible. As
the country report concludes
	‘…One of the greatest lessons to be learned in dealing with multi-stakeholder initiatives is how you accommodate the competing interests of the stakeholders, especially where they have varying capacities. (…) In terms of trying
to foster collaboration and provide the foundation for decent multi-stakeholder dialogue/cultural multi-stakeholder dialogue, we probably need to
consciously be thinking about finding the people with the right skills and
working towards building a critical mass of these individuals, otherwise
nothing else will work.’ (Kenya Country Report, p. 34).
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The case studies and our discussion at workshops made clear that a discussion
is needed about the actual definition of ‘MSI achievements’ or even ‘MSI success’. Is getting the right stakeholders around the table, regardless what they say
or do, already a success or not? This seems to be the central question. We tend
to be careful in using this approach, as we have seen that for example the establishment of an MSI in one case represents a major breakthrough (for example
the CSO Reference group in Kenya, as there has been constant polarization)
whereas a similar effort in other countries (see for example CSO coordination to
block the Foreign Agents legislation) seems to be in an impasse. As a result, we
are cautious about comparative statements across countries on the perceived
success of MSI processes.
4.5 Improving MSIs
A third research question for the studies was to find out what stakeholders
experienced in the MSI and how the process could be better. It was framed in
the following way: what do stakeholders’ experiences say about improving MSI
performance?
Each case study questioned in this direction with summaries in respective country reports. In considering what follows, it is important to bear the differences in
country context (Volume III) in mind. Nevertheless, throughout an underlying
theme is how best to deal with structural asymmetries in power and capabilities that, if not sensitively handled, undermine the voluntarism required for an
MSI is to succeed. The cases suggest that improving MSIs point to a number of
the principles of effectiveness spelt out in the Technical Note that would merit
remedial attention, which is easier said than done. These principles are reflected
in relation to leadership, sincerity, inclusion, separation/replication and communication, which interact with each other.
4.5.1 Leadership
The quality of leadership is a critical factor in how MSIs run. A good practice example from Kyrgyzstan was a ‘rotation’ of Interlocutors in the SUN and Regional
Humanitarian Forum MSIs which happened ‘informally’ and was appreciated by
stakeholders a sign of trust and willingness to take responsibilities as equals. It
was appreciated as an ability to adapt and self-organise when circumstances in
the donor community and the government changed.
	‘The new interlocutors have criticized the lack of agreed formalized rules
and procedures and perceive this as a weakness of the MSI. This criticism
was constructively perceived; it was agreed that for greater efficiency there
should be, for example, a memorandum signed by all parties and a strengthened national secretariat to ensure the link between the global, national and
local levels in SUN’ (Kyrgyzstan Country Report, p. 19).
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In the Costa Rica water law case,
	‘… interviewees said that the ability of the ministerial interlocutors to develop some degree of empathy between environmentalists and agricultural
organizations to interact with each other ended up allowing the final product to be presented in Congress with full support of the parties’ (Costa Rica
Country Report, p. 19).
As the SUN Report shows, getting the right institutional location for interlocution, while critical, needs to be married to the right person showing the
way. However, the importance of individuals in leadership positions is a double-edged sword. The gains made by having the right people – champions - in
place can mean vulnerability when they move on. A negative impact of this
factor can be reduced by adequately engaging and building social capital with
technical personnel. That is, for example through capacity building, working on
their sense of their belonging to and co-owning to the MSI.
Be that as it may, whatever the MSI is about, effectiveness will co-depend on the
interpersonal/soft skills brought to bear. Selecting personnel on these attributes,
rather than predominantly technical criteria, would help.
4.5.2 Sincerity
An issue arising is some cases was that of government sincerity, translated into
willingness to treat other stakeholders as ‘equals’ in the sense of not using them
as reputational window-dressing.
	‘In the cases in which these power asymmetries were more clearly experienced, the actors that found themselves in a disadvantage ended up claiming the need for political spaces to make their cases and to be heard in the
process. In the case of the LGBT dialogue, these asymmetries led to an
impasse between the organizations as protest for the government failing to
stick to its word to push forward the same-sex union law bill. Indeed, some
political actors involved in the SUN Initiative, the NR-1 road concession
and the LGBT movement have said that the government approach to these
dialogue spaces tends to render these spaces as mechanisms with which to
legitimize their own position’ (Costa Rica Country Report, p. 18).
Similarly, in Indonesia government is inclined to treat non-state actors as supporters of state efforts and not part of the core of an MSI.
	
‘Furthermore, other stakeholders participating in the national forum are
merely seen as supporting the national initiative and not as an important
part of the MSI’s backbone, where legitimately and by regulation, the government, as the dominant power, has the lead and control’ (Indonesia Country Report. p. 22).
Remedies put forward in cases are both technical – what rules of the game are
really negotiated rather than imposed – as well as inter-personal related to a
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quality of leadership which is empathic and trustworthy. The point is to avoid
unilateralism by trading off a short term gain against long term negative effects
of trust and commitment of other stakeholders.
4.5.3 Inclusion
Getting inclusion right is a critical factor in MSI effectiveness. With the exception of Costa Rica and the sub-national MSIs of RLP there and RHF in
Kyrgyzstan, other cases are weakened by: (1) the lack of the ‘local’ in national deliberations and negotiations; (2) by territorialism between government departments and, (3) by factionalism with (civil) society that works against inclusion of
particular social and ideological groups as well as splits between national and
international NGOs. In this sense, stakeholders in the cases studied self-select
as much as they are ‘invited’ or ‘obstructed’ by the host, seen in the SUN case in
Costa Rica.
The case reports offer little in the way of how to improve inclusion, but do infer
that political action on the streets and in the media can jog power holders into
more inclusive action, which was the case with LGBTI legislation in Costa Rica.
External/donor pressure is not cited, possibly because of the sensitivity of a
backlash by the regime seen in Kenya PBO amendments. What case interviews
do point to is the significance of communication returned to below.
A complementary view on improving inclusion comes from sections 4.3.4 on
motivations and 5.1 on interlocutor attributes in this Volume. This analysis suggests that inclusion can best be seen as a process of expansion of stakeholders
over time. MSIs start with the sufficiently like-minded and committed which,
over time, enters the radar screens of non-participant stakeholders in ways that
are less and less possible to ignore. Or, put another way, alter the motivation/
incentive picture towards the value of collaboration.
4.5.4 Separation, replication and the primacy of the local
An issue in three of the four countries is the ways in which decentralisation separates national dialogues, networks and platforms from local implementation.
Making connections often entails trying to replicate sub-nationally that which
operations nationally. One reason that this does not work well in practice relates
to the problem of inclusion discussed earlier. By and large, communities and
implementers are not at the national ‘policy’ table. Hence their perspectives are
not adequately weighted into what is being proposed. Sub-nationally, is where
the ‘local’ has real voice and influence which can work for or against what is
being transmitted from above.
	‘In a highly decentralized environment, strong political commitment from
the District Heads/City Mayors and Village Heads is strongly needed to
improve current MSI performance. Their commitment and involvement in
the MSIs is critical, as they have legitimate authority to define development
priorities, develop local regulations, and allocate resources (human and
financial) to support the implementation of MSIs’ (Indonesia Country Report,
p. 23).
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Within public administration, the problem of up-down, down-up linkages illustrated in many case studies is not new to decentralisation debates and practices.
What MSIs do is to add complications because of the ‘horizontality’ of co-ordinating across stakeholders who are there because they want to be, not because
they have to be. Solutions, seen in SUN, seem to be orienting towards the
establishment of multi-level platforms and networks that have to be coherently
connected and effectively hosted. The variety of country-driven MSIs in this MSI
study invite a question of whether or not both MSDs and MSCs can be made
amenable to the sentiments of platforms and networks that convey an illusion
of power equality that is seldom found.
4.5.5 Communication
In different ways, country studies spoke to the importance stakeholders’ attach
to communications.
	‘Communication and mutual respect of positions were often considered to
be critical aspects of an MSI by the actors. As said, the ability of the interlocutor to engage the other organizations in terms of their own world view and
preoccupations, and to take that in order to work it around the world view
and preoccupations of other groups is considered central (Costa Rica Country Report, p. 19).
	‘A smooth and continuous communication flow is also mentioned as a key
performance indicator to measure the improvement of MSIs. Stakeholders
realize that improved communication would result in stronger coordination
between participants. Noting that the ability to speak in a different language or be polygot is one of key attributes mentioned in the interlocution
process, only a few think that understanding other stakeholders’ language
is important in ensuring a smooth communication flow between stakeholders. Three out of four MSIs, except AMAN, see that improving coordination
through enhancing communication is required to obtain ‘buy-in’ from other
stakeholders, in particular the private sector, which is seen as an ‘untapped
opportunity’, to ensure sustainable MSIs outcome. To solve this issue, stakeholders believe that it might be necessary to package the MSIs differently,
according to different stakeholder’s perspectives, to arouse their appetite
and to increase their participation’ (Indonesia Country Report, p.22 ).
For Kyrgyzstan, communication is seen as a critical capacity for the self-organization required for the development of Public Councils, specifically in the need
for Ministries to explain to the public what they are achieving and why.
Kenya introduces an additional angle into communication. An intended outcome of the Usalama Reform Forums is to change the governments discourse
from ‘security’ – with all its interpretations that empower the state – to ‘violence
and crime prevention’ that are more tangible in the lives and rights of citizens.
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By and large, these five areas for improvement are familiar. The cases reconfirm
what needs to be done to improve MSI effectiveness, but with limited proposals
for how.
Within this review of seventeen multi-stakeholder initiatives is a pivotal player.
In the case of SUN, a country Focal Point (see Volume II). For others, there is a
variety of names -secretariat host/orchestrator/lead organisation - and institutional locations from which the interlocutor role is played. With MSIs detailed,
what does this function look like?
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5. What makes an effective
interlocutor?
Section four above, provides a comprehensive view of what the selected MSIs
can say about being effective. The interactions between dynamic democratic
contexts, stakeholder presence and absence, diverse objectives, variable time
frames for ‘results’ and many more factors signal the complicated work terrain
of a MSI host or interlocutor.
Section 5.1 below explains how this study understood interlocutors in terms of
seven attributes and an interlocution process involving, assembly, guidance and
embedding. This section then reports on the how interlocution looks across the
cases as well as comparing international and domestically inspired MSIs.
5.1 Explaining interlocutors and interlocution
An original feature of this MSI study is to pay systematic, comparative attention
to entities that ‘host’ an MSI. This priority was framed in research question #2:
“What attributes do interlocutors require and apply to make MSIs successful?”
The language and concept of interlocutors as actors and of interlocution as a
process arose from ongoing work within the ISS civic innovation research initiative (CIRI) on the emergence of role players that bring about collaboration across
diverse settings, stakeholder types and their interests. The importance of context
and of collective objectives work against a firm definition of either an interlocutor
or of interlocution. An alternative was to identify oft appearing attributes in empirical cases as well as systemize them in relation to civic e ngagement.3
In terms of interlocutor’s roles, seven previously identified attributes, or competencies, seem to recur, which provided a starting point for data collection. The
seven are:
1. Voluntarism is respected. Coerced collaboration across multiple types of actors is seldom cost-effective. Social partnerships arise because people want
them to, not because they are legislated to exist.
2. Consequently, a ‘servant’ quality of leadership is applied which exerts influence without formal authority, while treating conflict between parties as a
given that needs to be made productive. Differences in interests are assumed to be in play. A harmony model of change is not relied on.
3. Another is being seen and respected as trustworthy while engendering trust
between others. Here, showing technical competence may be in play.

3

Fowler, 2014, 2016 forthcoming.
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4. Applying an awareness and analysis of the ‘problem system’ involved, is
allied to ways of scaling to make change institutionally meaningful and not
piecemeal.
5. P
 erhaps even more critical is sensitivity to the distribution of power and
authority that will make or break partnership efforts, allied to realistic strategies which constructively deal with this political fact of life.
6. Another vital competence is the attribute of a polyglot, able to understand,
translate and communicate across stakeholders’ different jargons and
vocabulary, which may also involve limited literacy and restricted access to
modern communication technologies.
7. F inally, how MSI governance is constructed and works must provide adequate ‘sovereignty’ in the way that decisions are taken and implemented.
This attribute is typically co-determined by the conditions attached to the
financial and other resources that partnering relies on.
In terms of interlocution processes, while no two are the same there is a rough sequence of AGEing. That is, interlocutor’s process tasks are to Assemble actors, resources and technologies, Guide interactions over time to ensure that gains from
collective efforts become Embedded in institutions and a society’s way of life.
Table 4. Illustrations of Interlocution tasks as a three stage process

What Does the Interlocutor Bring to the Process?
Illustrative Roles / Functions / Activities
Stage
Assembly

Stage
Guidance

Stage
Embedding

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishing (political/social/
public) legitimacy/socialising.
Establishing an institutional home and design of the
MSD/MSC.
Defining policies.
Identifying, negotiating
with/blocking/ filtering and
engaging stakeholders.
Agreeing performance measures.
Agreeing what each stakeholder will bring/do and how.
Establishing resource supply.
Agreeing the rules of the
game.
Etc.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership.
Gate keeping.
Coordination.
Tracking progress/budgets
against agreements.
Ensuring stakeholders ‘deliver’.
Managing conflict.
Protection from interference.
Information source: periodic
reporting, public awareness,
etc.
Ensuring accountabilities are
met.
Etc.

•
•
•
•

Consolidating local ownership and self-sustaining
commitment.
Establishing and implementing new laws and
policies.
Reconfiguring institutional
rules and relationships.
Sustained alteration of social norms and expectations.
Etc.
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The ‘thresholds’ where one stage moves to the other cannot be pre-determined.
Transitions are anticipated to be ‘messy’ with an ‘unfolding’ process requiring
situational judgment.
The MSI studies were designed to gain stakeholders’ views and experiences of
these roles and processes. Answers to the study question are reported next.
5.2 Methods and Cautions
The field study approach invited interviewees to consider the relative priority of a
hosts’ attributes which they experience to be in play against a list of seven previously identified and then locate them in each stage of Assembly, Guidance and
Embedding. Depending on the practicalities of gaining access to interviewees,
this rating was done in two different ways. One was to ask interviewees of each
stakeholder to do so as an individual score. The other was to arrive at a score from
a group discussion that, for example, in Kyrgyzstan might involve five or six people from different stakeholders.
Because interviewees may be greater or lesser in number, rating attributes over
time introduces a potential bias between countries. Further, Costa Rica has five
cases the other countries have four. Costa Rica reports 40 interviews, Indonesia
21, Kenya and Kyrgyzstan 35. And, naturally, different types of stakeholders may
experience and value interlocutor attributes in their own terms. For comparative
purposes, the country summary reports provide a comparative rating scored
one to four for each case for each attribute for each stage.
An additional caution is that it is not possible to ‘standardize’ the ways in which
stages are understood and transitions made. Stakeholders’ engagement in each
case make that determination as they do for the extent to which one can, or not,
speak of embedding. For example, Kyrgyzstan notes that the Foreign Agents bill
is politically stalled, as is the Water Resources law in Costa Rica after its positive
vote in parliament and then rejection by the Constitutional Court. Were it not
for the political moment and manoeuvres, the intentions of these MSI are all but
achieved. Generally, the cases describe stakeholders’ greater or lesser degree of
engagement with embedding than of a finalised process.
The other side of the coin of these limitations is the variety of context and objectives that correspond to real life situations of what ‘hosting’ is all about when it is
predominantly driven from and owned by a country, rather than belonging to an
international multi-stakeholder programme. Our analysis of Table 6 and comparisons of Tables 7 and 8 can best be seen as a tentative start to exploring the extent
to which there is or is not anything ‘systemic’ in how interlocution plays out in
major stages of MSIs, as well as exploring similarities and differences between
country and internationally conceived MSIs.
A more focussed study, for example limiting the diversity of contexts or objectives,
will be a worthwhile next step. This work could better inform initiatives towards
capacity development for today’s and tomorrow’s MSI interlocutors.
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5.3 Interlocution in comparative practice
The tables in this sub-section are constructed by aggregating responses to be
found in each of the case study reports of Volume IV. We start, in Table 5, with the
total picture of how those interviewed experienced what an interlocutor brings to
the MSI relational table. Again, caution is required when interpreting this type of
data – beware false numeracy – which can best be treated as possibly indicative
but certainly not a definitive story of what it means to be a host across a wide
range of MSIs.
Table. 5 Interlocution processes - attribute significance scores for all cases
Interlocution Stages
Attributes

Assembly

Guidance

Embedding

Leadership and
Conflict management

43 (22%)

38 (16%)

36 (14%)

Trustworthiness and trust building

38 (19%)

38 (16%)

42 (17%)

System sensitivity

28 (14%)

27 (11%)

34 (14%)

Governance awareness

15 (8%)

32 (14%)

30 (12%)

Long haul commitment

24 (12%)

31 (13%)

33 (13%)

Polyglot communication

26 (13%)

39 (17%)

43 (17%)

Sovereignty

22 (11%)

31 (13%)

31 (12%)

Total

196

236

249

The figures suggest that the significance of interlocutor attributes increases
across stages. This could signal that greater demands are placed on this role
player as institutional change draws near. Once an MSI is established and underway, the importance of leadership and conflict management decrease, but remain
important. Trustworthiness and trust building seem to be constantly significant.
Perhaps in relation to an increase of stakeholders as embedding – rule changes,
legal changes, norm changes, standards, etc – appears on the landscape the need
for communicating in more ‘languages’ gains hold.
Described in Volume II, the ‘uniform’ objectives of the SUN initiative, but in
different contexts, offers additional reflections on the ‘hosting’ role, as well as
highlighting issues of the relationship between international and national interlocution and country ownership. Tables 7 and 8 provide information to compare
country-inspired and internationally initiated interlocution.
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Table. 6 Interlocution processes attribute significance scores for endogenous
cases
Interlocution Stages
Attributes

Assembly

Guidance

Embedding

Leadership and
Conflict management

34 (22%)

26 (14%)

27 (14%)

Trustworthiness and trust building

30 (19%)

30 (16%)

35 (18%)

System sensitivity

22 (14%)

23 (12%)

29 (15%)

Governance awareness

11 (7%)

29 (16%)

23 (12%)

Long haul commitment

18 (11%)

23 (12%)

26 (13%)

Polyglot communication

24 (15%)

31 (17%)

32 (16%)

Sovereignty

19 (12%)

25 (13%)

26 (13%)

Total

158

187

198

Let us start with similarities. In both instances the significance of leadership and
conflict management start high and decrease in significance over time. For both
tables, the relative distribution of cumulative significance over stages is almost
the same: A = 28%; G = 35%; E = 37%.
Table. 7 Interlocution processes: attribute significance scores for SUN in 4
Countries
Interlocution Stages
Attributes

Assembly

Guidance

Embedding

Leadership and
Conflict management

9 (24%)

12 (25%)

9 (18%)

Trustworthiness and trust building

8 (21%)

8 (16%)

7 (13%)

System sensitivity

6 (16%)

4 (8%)

5 (10%)

Governance awareness

4 (8%)

3 (6%)

7 (13%)

Long haul commitment

6 (16%)

8 (16%)

7 (13%)

Polyglot communication

2 (4%)

8 (16%)

11 (21%)

Sovereignty

3 (8%)

6 (12%)

5 (10%)

Total

38
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In terms of differences, a SUN interlocutor is less likely to be concerned about
sovereignty than their domestic equivalents. Born out by the SUN evaluation
detailed in Volume II, trust seems to be less of an issue over time than in the
other country cases where it remains consistently high. For SUN, the significance of polyglot communication increases over stages while remaining higher
and more significant in country cases. The Volume II report suggests that this
difference may stem from the comprehensive approach to nutrition that SUN
is trying to bring about that must involve and align multiple ministries and departments or units within them.
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5.3 An interpretation
Perhaps counter intuitively, embedding is perhaps the most demanding stage.
Looking at the cases, one speculation is that the initial stage of assembly brings
together the reasonably like-minded. It is when progress is made towards institutional embedding affecting many – for example in the case of the Water Law
in Costa Rica and restrictions on natural resource extraction for land designated
for indigenous people in Indonesia – that other stakeholders start to directly
engage with an MSI to make sure that their interests are taken into account.
Signing up for an internationally conceived initiative like SUN makes the issue
of long term commitment probably less relevant than for more locally inspired
and politically vulnerable MSIs. This may be why protecting sovereignty is more
acute with the latter than the former.
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6.	The Task Team’s MSI questions
Drawing together the wide range of information and analysis to be found in
this and sister volumes, this section offers summative answers to the three
principle research questions and subsidiaries where they are helpful.
6.1 Question 1 –How does Context Matter for Whom?
A starting premise for this MSI study was that MSIs could not be adequately
understood outside of the context in which they operate. Volume III speaks to a
country’s pre-dispositions towards or against MSI while Section 4 above provides micro case illustrations of what this means for different types of collaborative objectives.
Together, these perspectives suggest that saying ‘context matters’ - which it does
– is only half the story. The other half is how stakeholders respond and adapt
to context, as well as to each other, to make an MSI effective. Put another way,
this reflective analysis combines some aspects of answers to questions 1 and 3.
Because context matters, so do the stakeholder reactions, which will have differences across categories, illustrated in Table 8.
With dimensions of an enabling environment in mind, the challenge is to
reduce the disenabling conditions and responses while increasing those that
enable MSIs to operate on the basis of collective action and adjustment rather
than each stakeholder (not) adapting in ways that are best for them alone. Enabling conditions experienced by the MSI studies need to be met with reinforcing
stakeholders’ adaptations. Disabling conditions generated by different stakeholders ask for critical self-reflection– “why am I part of the problem and what
can I do about it?”
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Table 8. Stakeholder effectiveness in MSIs – Conditions and Responsive Behaviours
Stakeholder
Categories

Enabling conditions

Disenabling Conditions/Responses

State Organs

•

•

•
•

•

•

Civil Society

•

•
•
•
Business

•
•

Regime legitimacy with public
trust.
Policy continuity.
Political power distributions that
require the Executive to respect
and negotiate with other institutions.
‘Flexible’ decentralisation which
devolves ownership as well as
responsibility, allied to adequate oversight for coherence and
accountability.
Individuals/champions dedicated
to making the MSI work for all.

•
•
•
•
•

Over-centralisation which counters
local MSI formation.
Inadequate resources to deliver on
commitments.
Incoherence/conflict of laws and
regulations between national and
local.
Rotation of public servants.
Institutional egos that feed non-collaboration at multiple levels of
administration.
Excessive dependency on personal relations holding stakeholders
together.

Adequate autonomy from politi- •
cal parties with an organic base
to mobilize/bring issues onto the
•
public agenda.
History of successful pro-social
•
collective action.
Relative stability of a respected
leadership.
Recognized competence.

Fragmentations working against
coherent positions on issues of
common concern.
Inadequate local resources/competences with external dependencies.
Using MSIs as opportunistic engagements without real commitment.

•
Seeing a value proposition in
the socio-politics as well as the
•
economics of MSIs.
Social commitment as a corporate-wide strategy with performance metrics the public appreciate.

Deploying informal channels of
influence on MSI processes.
Preference to deal directly with
government or civil society but not
both at the same time.

Knowledge/
Research

•

Transparency in the application
of knowledge-power.

•

(Biased) information retention for
institutional gain.

Media

•

Making MSI accountability a
public benefit.

•

Protecting particular stakeholder
behaviours from public scrutiny.

International
Agencies

•

Practical application of Paris and •
Busan principles, particularly
those advancing government and •
wider social ownership.
Adaptability to changes introdu•
ced by elected regimes.
Taking a long view.

•
•
Other

•

The general public is actively
engaged in domestic affairs.

Source: Country Reports and Case Studies

•

Shifts in policy, lack of consistency/
staying power.
Inability /unwillingness to collaborate and align behind government
policies.
Rotation of staff.

Political apathy, passivity and
entitlement stance.
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Stakeholder sensitivity and adjustment to context is where the quality and soft
skills of interlocution can and should make a difference: to aid and guide negotiation and compromise often under conditions of significant differences in
relative power and capacity.
A second conclusion, reinforced by other parts of this synthesis, is to approach
templates with caution. This type of modelling can be a useful way to distil
experience into guidance. The danger is that it is used prescriptively to dictate
a ‘standard’ form and function under very different operating conditions. The
diversity of country-driven cases shows that principles of participation and collaboration of the type shown in the table are more likely to reflect and advance
local ownership than is the imposition of a particular model, for example one
that duplicates national structures at sub-national levels. The SUN initiative in
Volume II shows that even if the intentions and measures of nutrition performance are the same, each participating member country works out for itself
the best institutional location and MSI configuration. No model or template is
dictated. Rather the principles of an Interlocutor’s legitimacy and efficacy of the
institutional location are stressed.
Finally, the notion of ‘context’ needs to include the importance of individuals as
‘champions’ of MSIs. Who is involved in what positions sends multiple signals
that can attract or deter potential stakeholders. Which part of government has
authority over an MSI can be less important than the incumbent involved, for
example in terms of their reputation, social capital, soft skill set and so on. This
effectiveness factor is highly problematic to ‘steer’.
6.2 Question 2 –What Attributes do Interlocutors Require?
What attributes and competencies interlocutors require is relatively poorly documented area of MSI effectiveness. The studies point to two types of answers
to this question, one in the sense of interlocution which is ‘fit for ownership
purpose’, the other is how our understanding of this role can be improved.
6.2.1 Interlocution and country ownership
A background to the Task Team studies is one of ensuring that MSIs are as consistent as possible with principles set out in the Busan Partnership Document,
in particular the principles of country ownership and partnerships for development. A recent OECD Report (2015) uses these principles to measure the progress of development assistance. Drawing on this Volume as well as Volumes II
and III what, from a CSO perspective, can the studies say about the relationship
between country ownership and interlocution or MSI hosting?
a)	MSIs are meant to extend ownership beyond a government. With the state
always in the picture somewhere, and often primus inter pares, an inter
locutor has to be governed collectively, not by edict. If this is not achieved,
ownership will be narrow. This inclusive requirement translates into state
sincerity towards collaborative purposes, not a utilitarian window-dressing
with CSOs.
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b)	From the above, a case can be made to consider establishing interlocutors at arm length from a government, which already occurs in some SUN
member countries (see Volume II) as well as with the hosting of other
international MSIs, such as the Global Alliance for Vaccination and Immunization (GAVI) and the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI).
A CSO-type location could broaden buy-in, provide a space/platform for
wide ownership and help buffer democratic disruptions, while opening
up accountability to public scrutiny through more diverse communication
channels and networks.
c)	Avoid confusing interlocutor identity by:
		 i.	not allocating roles that are essentially supportive/facilitative alongside
those that are judgemental/evaluative, and
		 ii.	avoiding use as financing channels which creates structural power
asymmetries masked by the language of partnership.
d)	Assessing MSI effectiveness and interlocutor efficacy are not straight forward and have to be determined case by case. For example,
		 i.	Different capacities, performance criteria and time frames are needed
for MSI dialogues and MSI collaborations.
		 ii. MSIs in three of the four participating countries are both subjects of
and responses to geo-political forces that limit the extent to which progress can be attributed to the interlocutor involved.
e)	As a rule of thumb, assume that multi-institutional thematic approaches
and those more heavily reliant on social rather than natural sciences will
be more demanding on interlocution competencies.
f )	Learn from templates but avoid application in MSI and Interlocutor design in favour of applying the principles of effective MSIs, tailored to the
situation.
g)	Interlocution design will be stronger and more effective if sub-national public entities – municipalities, local governments – have designated
places at the national head of the MSI table. There is much evidence of
interlocution without outreach. Like politics, almost all development will
be local somewhere. MSIs that cannot resolve dysfunctional disconnects
between national and sub-national will suffer from ineffectiveness.
h)	Establishing an interlocutor and interlocution processes should – from
Volume III – be tailored strategically, through a lens of a country’s predisposition or otherwise to collaborate across institutional categories and
social groups. That is, concentrate on pathways offering the best mix of
incentives and most likely, workable stakeholder combinations, even if
they are not ‘ideal’. There are signs that MSIs gather stakeholders along
the way as their interests are attracted, or threatened.
Overall, the wide scope of country-inspired cases in the MSI studies may be
broad enough to have a general use.
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6.2.2 Interlocutor attributes: filling some gaps
Comparing the experiences of MSI stakeholders with the attributes used to
describe their task, suggests that all seven are a useful guide to what the role
entails. However, from this study, three issues stand out as potential (if not
additions, then better interpretations) of what interlocution is all about. These
relate to: the nature of skills; the need for building stakeholders’ collaborative
competencies, and adaptability.
		Skills and people: Interlocution is essentially a relational/political function
that needs to be staffed by people with soft skills, inclusive attitudes and
inter-disciplinary perspectives. The better if they have had multi-institutional exposure and ‘training’, in a sense of learning diverse vocabularies,
living through institutional mind sets and gaining context sensitivity.
		Interlocution and collaborative competencies: A possible missing attribute is
one which calls on an Interlocutor to develop stakeholders’ collaborative
competencies. Not all stakeholders come to an MSI equipped to negotiate positions, know their mandate and its limits as they ‘span boundaries’
towards multiple other organisations, appreciate the metrics and time
frames that others apply, etc.
		Adaptability: On numerous occasions, MSI cases point to the need for
adjustment while on the move. This could mean the transfer of the role
to others, acting as a holding ground when processes stall, dealing with
the rotation/replacement of stakeholder representatives, responding to
changes in the political climate, etc.
6.3 Question 3- Improving MSIs
Section 4.5 brings together the range of opinions about what needs to be done
to improve MSIs. These include issues of leadership, sincerity, inclusion, the
primacy of the local and communication. Table 8 goes on to look at improvement through the behaviours of different stakeholder categories. These detailed
answers can be summarised in a more general way.
a)	Avoid treating a dialogue as if it is collaboration: the commitments are
different as is the effect on relative power, where some degree of sovereignty is foregone. Applying the word partnership can mislead and create
false expectations about, for example, power symmetry which is seldom
the case.
b)	Get the institutional location and personal anchoring right and be prepared to adapt as the MSI proceeds. If a dialogue moves into collaboration, another MSI design may be needed.
c)	Unpack major stakeholder categories. Sectors are too coarse a framing for
what MSIs are all about.
d) Ensure that attention is paid to a combination of rules of the game and
stakeholders’ sensitivity to incentives and an MSI’s value proposition, especially for business.
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7.	Responding to the broad
aims of this MSI study
As co-authors, we offer the following items for consideration by the Task Team
and other interested development actors and stakeholders.

MSI processes
	Learning from CSO-driven MSIs can help bring local ownership to
the forefront.
MSIs can unite as well as divide CSOs.
CSOs can work for and against inclusion.
	Apply principles rather than templates to interlocutor design
(Volume III).
		
Institutional anchoring of MSIs benefits from ‘champions’.
	Government as first amongst equals in MSIs requires its
collaborative sincerity.
	Business may often be absent from an MSI process, but exerts
influence none the less.
	MSIs pre-occupying CSOs can be subject to geo-political forces
which shrink civic space. Interlocution performance is held
hostage.
	Decentralised governance often has a negative impact on
nationally m
 andated MSIs.
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Interlocution and contextual conditions
		There is additional information from which to treat interlocution as a
professional specialisation projecting a collaborative ethos, which is
vital for SDG implementation.
		Initiatives to increase the quantity and quality of interlocutors hosts/secretariats/ orchestrators - now have more fine-grained data
about the substance of the role.
		Taking a country’s pre-dispositions for or against MSI collaboration
into account can improve strategy and effectiveness (Volume III).
		
		Bringing democracies ‘disruptive’ effects into the picture can
strengthen MSI designs and processes.
		The MSI study is making a distinct, complementary contribution to
the ideas and proposals set out in the recent OECD Report Making
Partnerships Effective Coalitions for Action. It does so by concentrating on the action-experience of country-inspired MSIs to better
understand their dynamics, and practices of engagement and ownership that CSOs initiate or are part of.
		Collaborative platforms are only as effective as the mechanisms
through which deliberation is translated into actions that citizen’s
value and engage in. As a resource, the MSI studies provide grounded evidence about what this means across diverse country contexts
involving a wide range of initiatives.
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Annex I - Case overview

Summary of Country Cases
Country

Case

Identifier

Brief Description

Costa Rica

MSC - SUN

CR-SUN

Scaling up Nutrition – International Initiative Commencing 2014.

MSD – Diver- CR-LGBTI
sity Movement

* MSI directed at policy reform to afford equal access to medical services

MSD - ANDA

* Public engagement enforcing a participatory citizen process directed a

CR-IWRM

and health insurance. Evolution to a national platform promoting rights
and advocacy for LGBT. Commencing 2004.

new law on water resources. Commencing 2001.

MSC-Western Forum

Indonesia

CR-SSHC

From a start in successfully contesting the financing of a public road, the
initiative established the San Jose Highway Commission (SSHC) dedicated
to changing country’s approach to public investment. Commencing 2013.

MSC – Grupo CR-RLP
RBA

Roads to Leadership Project. A strategic partnership between private enterprise, public institutions foundations and communal organisations to
develop local eco-tourism. Commencing 2014. Sub-national.

MSC - SUN

Scaling up Nutrition – International Initiative Commencing 2011.

In-SUN

MSD - AMAN In-AMAN

* MA national alliance comprised of Indigenous People and their associations. Member-based CSO gaining leverage on government policy and
legislation affecting the indigenous population. Commencing 1999.

MSC - KPAM

In-KPAM

Re-launch of National AIDS Commission (KPA) as an MSI responsible for
HIV/AIDS eradication efforts in Indonesia. Commencing 2006.

MSC-SAPA

In-SAPA

Strategic Alliance for Poverty Alleviation. An enabling environment dialogue forum which transformed into a long-term CSO-led collaboration
made up of National Government, Local Government and CSOs. Commencing 2007.

Note: cases marked with an asterisk (*) are MSIs dedicated to issues of the enabling environment.
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Country

Case

Identifier

Brief Description

Kenya

MSC - SUN

Ke-SUN

Scaling up Nutrition – International Initiative Commencing 2012.

MSD – CSO
Reference
Group

Ke-CSORG

* CSO membership concentrating on pushing amendments to the Pub-

MSC –
Usalama
Reforms

Ke-UR

Concentrates on reform of Kenya’s security and policing. Policy on and
capacity development for community policing. Commencing post-election violence, 2007.

MSC Agriculture
Sector
Support

Ke-ASDS

Focuses on developing value chains and partnerships for each of Kenya’s
47 counties. Negotiating institutional infrastructure under the new constitution. Commencing 2010.

MSC - SUN

Ky-SUN

Scaling up Nutrition – International Initiative Commencing 2011.

MSD –
Foreign
Agents

Ky-FA

* Initiative to counter the re-introduction of a bill labelling some CSOs

MSC –
Public
Councils

Ky-PCs

Kyrgyzstan

lic Benefit Organisations (PBO) Bill that threatens civic space. Collaboration with parliamentarians.

as ‘foreign agents’. Commencing 2009.

MSC Ky-RHF
Regional
Humanitarian
Forum

MSI established to monitor, set standards, open up information, improve accountability and annually assess the performance of ministries.
Commencing 2010.
MSC established in the region of Osh in response to inter-ethnic violence. Has moved from a humanitarian MSC to a social development
MSD. Commencing 2010. Sub-national.
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Annex II - Technical note

Unpacking Multi-stakeholder Initiatives
The concepts of stakeholders and the practice of multi-stakeholder collaboration
are far from new, but still do not enjoy uncontested understandings or definitions. This Technical Note therefore explains how multi-stakeholder initiatives
(MSIs) have been unpacked and understood from the perspective of these studies.
This explanation distils what literature, evidence and experience suggest are the
key principles of MSIs. The principles are used in Volume III to explore the extent
to which participating countries are pre-disposed towards voluntary multi-institutional collaboration or not.
Stakeholders and the why of MSIs?
The notion of stakeholders and the increasing motivation for MSIs are not straightforward. Both are open to multiple interpretations of substance and inspiration,
which means there is a need to set out what the Task Team studies have relied on
and why. The following pages speak to these central issues.
Complex motivations
The Task Team mandate is to promote and advance implementation of commitments made as part of the Global Partnership for Effective Cooperation (GPEDC).
The adoption of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) comes with an emphasis on MSIs as an important means of implementation and financing.
Multi-stakeholder partnerships in the SDGs
17.16 Enhance the global partnership for sustainable development, complemented by multi-stakeholder partnerships that mobilize and
share knowledge, expertise, technology and financial resources, to
support the achievement of the sustainable development goals in all
countries, in particular developing countries.
17.17 Encourage and promote effective public, public-private and civil
society partnerships, building on the experience and resourcing
strategies of partnerships. (UN, 2015: 23).
(Open Working Group proposal for Sustainable Development Goals, http://undocs.org/A/68/970)

This ‘method of choice’ stems from experience. The political and institutional complexities involved in taming volatile economic performance and countering inequity,
in addressing social dilemmas and in redressing environmental ills - are beyond the
capabilities of any one institution. MSIs are meant to solve this problem because, in
theory, everyone has a ‘stake’ or interest in getting society to work better. Which obviously raises the issue of agreeing what ‘better society’ looks like for whom: Islamic
State being an extreme answer.
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Martens (2007) goes further to critically examine a proposition that multi-stakeholder partnerships will become the model for multilateralism and its governance.
There are theoretical and practical reasons why ‘integrative’ multi-stakeholder
initiatives are selected to tackle social dilemmas, such as eradicating poverty,
redressing injustice, countering marginalisation and expanding enjoyment
of rights pertinent to the Task Team’s work (e.g. freedom of assembly, freedom of association, freedom of speech, etc.). Set against this rationale are two
reasons for concern. First is the reality that societies experience problems in
actually making collective action work effectively (e.g., Patteberg and Widdereberg, 2014.) Further complicating this experience is the economic moment and
futures which are being actively debated. How and by whom are the SDGs to be
financed?
	‘The key message is that Financing for Development (FFD) in the post-2015 era,
needs to go ‘beyond aid’, to include domestic resource mobilisation, ‘smarter’
aid (drawing lessons from private philanthropy, for example) and the mobilisation of private finance. In the case of private finance, the public sector is to play
a ‘catalytic role’ in attracting the resources of the private sector.’4
There is a growing CSO concern that the push for SGD 17 is a means to increase
the contribution of private, corporate finance and hence business influence on
public agendas and policies, which invites concerns about accountability. The
analytic stance adopted in the studies is thus to treat MSI motivations as sites
for and expressions of contestation related to issues of economic and social justice, which are the pre-occupations of many civil society organisations (CSOs).5
Complex stake holding
When considering the notion of a stakeholder in relation to collaborative arrangements it is worth recalling two formative frames of reference – organisation-centred or social-intervention centred, crudely for-profit and non-profit orientations
(e.g., Mitroff, 1983). The organisation-centred concept of a stakeholder is dominated by corporate/business application, which usually translates into a person
or entity that has a primary/direct or secondary/indirect interest in what a firm
is up to. Here, a leading train of thought has linked stakeholders to corporate
organisational strategy (e.g., Freeman, 1984): a firm’s future is co-determined by
stakeholder behaviour, which has to be ‘managed’. In its turn, this conviction has
pushed businesses towards strategic alliances based on a firm’s complementary
competencies with others. This ‘comparative advantages’ perspective of business
in collaboration with other types of institutions is seen in Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) with governments, or ‘binary’ social partnerships (Seitanidi, 2104) with

http://www.globalpolicyjournal.com/blog/01/07/2015/private-finance-and-post-2015-development-agenda?utm_

4 

source=Global+Policy+List&utm_campaign=a5e1a2904d-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_7c8b1a6824-a5e1a2904d-324843429
5

http://www.socialwatch.org/node/16914
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NGOs seen in ‘certifying’ sustainable standards for agricultural production or for
environmental protection. In these collaborations, corporate viability remains a
principal driver.
In contrast, social intervention related stake holding is common within public
policy and the international development system where a social problem is
the centre of attraction. Stakeholders become all those co-responsible for and
able to influence – for good or ill – the intended outcome. The quotation below
illustrates how development practice has alluded to categories of stakeholders.
This ‘interests’ approach begs the question of how a stakeholder be understood
in terms of relative presence, relative power and location in politics which now
pre-occupies development debate (Menocal, 2014)?
‘
A stakeholder is any individual, community, group or organisation with an
interest in the outcome of a programme, either as a result of being affected
by it positively or negatively, or by being able to influence the activity in a
positive or negative way.’ (DFID, 2002:2.1)
This definition is then used to differentiate between Key, Primary and Secondary
stakeholders with various levels of interest in and influence/power over achieving a mutually agreed outcome. The social transformation agenda of the participants of Task Team has oriented MSI studies towards understanding stakeholders and the principles which guide their effectiveness with a principal focus on
key stakeholders, understood as those who can significantly/directly influence or
are important to the success of an activity. From here, a way to get a conceptual
and analytic handle on MSIs as collaborative endeavours is through the typologies used to distinguish between them.
Major categories of key stakeholders that can be disaggregated case by case are:
State, Private Sector, Civil Society, (Social) Media, Knowledge Institutions/Academia, International Agencies and Other.
Multi-Stakeholder Typologies
Early on, the acronym MSI was as likely to mean multi-sector as it was to mean
multi-stakeholder. Then, and still, a tri-sector view of how an efficient market-based, democratic society is structured prevails. Three types of institutions
make up a ‘modern’ society: governments regulate, businesses create wealth
and a third, non-profit sector brings in the values and outreach of social organisations (Adelman and Morris, 1997). This tri-sector frame invites caution because
today’s political understanding of civil society is not in the originating frame of
references as well as being made up of much more than just formally organised/
registered associations of people. However, because the Task Teams remit is
essentially about formalised civil society – more or less equal to NGOs – we stick
with this organisational rather than associational framework. From this background, the issue is one of testing the possibility of reaching a suitably specific
and robust definition of MSIs. A review of evidence-based typology and analysis
is a practical way to do so. But we start with a basic, but not water tight distinction between MSI as dialogues and as collaborations.
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MSI distinctions
Multi-stakeholder initiatives have many forms, many origins and many objectives. In terms of forms, MSIs can be split between:
	Multi-stakeholder dialogues (MSDs) which involve key stakeholders who agree
to meet periodically but are not formally signed up, nor ‘contractually’ committed, to joint action with mutual accountability for outcomes. Each party
retains their own responsibility and freedom of decision-making.
	Multi-stakeholder collaborations (MSCs) which are based on formal ‘contractual’ agreements about being part of an ongoing process of cooperation with
shared responsibility and accountability for mutually agreed results. From
the outset, each party accepts some degree of voluntary self-constraint in its
freedom to decide things that affects the others.
By way of analogy, participants in MSDs agree to a process of arriving and sitting around a table together, while MSCs have passengers who agree to get on a
bus and share a journey where they are mutually dependent on arriving together
at a negotiated destination.
Though inviting people for a dialogue is not straight forward (Bosco and
Guénéheux, 2015), assembling passengers who are prepared to compromise and
stay the course - for example in providing resources - is generally more tricky.
Who a key stakeholder is and what it means in practice depends on whether an
MSI as designed as an MSD or a MSC as well as shifts from one to the other.
Whether or not foreign assistance was or is involved, with the exception of SUN,
the selection of cases for the MSI study has prioritised endogenous drivers over
collaboration in endogenous programmes. Put another way, selection is towards
MSIs that ‘belong’ to and are principally resourced from within a country (see
Brown, 2015, below).
The objectives of MSIs are recognised in terms of being organisation centred
and social intervention centred described above. Crudely, a distinction can be
made between economic viability and social transformation outcomes.
Typologies and institutional logics
The design of field studies for the Task Team lives within the broad field of theories and concepts of (multi-)stakeholderism, with two original subsets: one on
inter-organisational relations (e.g., Alexander, 1995) the other on the ‘ecology’ of
organisations in dynamic environments (e.g., Scott and Meyer, 1994). Both areas
of collaborative evidence are heavily loaded towards for-profits and ‘theories of
the firm’ in ‘modern’ countries (e.g., Roberts, 2004). Caution is therefore needed
when re-contextualising to other settings.
MSIs are being constructed using different major logics. One follows the principle of relative complementarities in competencies and resources that each
party brings to the collaboration. Another follows the principle of ‘rights’, each
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party has a ‘claim’ on the initiative. A third principle hones in on governance –
the rules and authority applied in society – which are becoming more and more
private (Fowler and Biekart, 2015). A social intervention perspective on MSIs
adopted for Task Team studies calls, first, for attention to the latter two and then
on to considering other typologies on offer.
A rights or ‘claimants’ perspective on MSIs tries to compensate for the tendency of political systems – democratic or otherwise - to neglect and marginalise
particular social groups who, in practice, enjoy less rights than others. In theory, all citizens should enjoy equal rights, so any decision about or shaping of
public policy should be open to those affected by it. The selection and inclusion
of the right stakeholders becomes a principle concern, as does their capabilities
to actually participate on an adequate/equal footing with other, typically more
powerful, stakeholders
By and large, until the early nineteen nineties ‘participatory’ approaches to
MSIs operated within the confines of a nation state. As greater global interconnectedness took hold, so did cross-border issues, such as global warming and
sustainable use of the natural resources that feed transnational supply chains.
Both markets and states had failed to adequately address these issues, hence the
emergence of transnational MSIs, stimulated and punctuated by major conferences with many hundreds of ‘mini-MSIs’ involving complicated relational
arrangements (Pattberg and Widerberg, 2014). How transnational MSIs connect
to local MSIs remains a work in progress.
A third type of MSI is established to guide and ‘govern’ multi-actor processes
that are intended to change institutional rules, not by coercion but by negotiation. Torfing, et al, (2012) use the term ‘interactive governance’ to delineate MSIs
that are defined as:
‘… the complex process through which a plurality of actors with diverging
interests interact in order to formulate, promote and achieve common objectives by means of mobilizing, exchanging and deploying a range of ideas,
rules and resources’ (p. 14).
These types can act within or above/across countries. An example is the ISEAL
Alliance which brings under one normative umbrella a group of MSIs dedicated
to introducing and increasing the impact of sustainability standards.
Two further MSI typologies are on offer, both relying on the something-nothing label of ‘partnership’. In one, one Huijstee and Glasbergen (2007) make a
distinction between institutionalist and actor-centred perspectives. The former
are concerned about issues of coherence and power that characterise MSIs as
institutional players. The latter are more functionalist, looking at different micro
designs that effect performance.
A practical typology relies more on separating MSIs by what they do – what they
deliver - rather than stakeholder participation, process design and so on, which
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come later. In examining transnational Public Private Partnerships, Beisheim
and Liese (2014) make a distinction between: (a) service delivery/implementation, (b) transfer of knowledge, and (c) setting standards. These distinctions are
more about the primary objective than being mutually exclusive.
A yet more recent approach to MSI typologies is being driven by the notion of
complexity in local problems and of global governance failure. Local problems
are seldom simple to fix and typically require integrative solutions involving
different types of collaborations. According to Kania and Kramer (2013:39), MSIs
are but one type of collaboration alongside funders’ collaboratives, public private partnerships, social sector networks and collective impact initiatives. A recent
global perspective is that nationally-based and government-driven arrangements to address collective international problems are not up to the task. New
communications possibilities make networked alternatives to tackling global
issues a practical and necessary option. A typology with ten categories has been
identified. These networked solutions concentrate on: knowledge; operations
and delivery; policy; advocacy; watchdogs; platforms; global standards; governance; networked institutions; and diasporas (Tapscott, 2013:21-12). Why and
how these translate nationally remains unclear.
Finally, ongoing processes search to create MSI-type organisational ‘hybrids’
which combine the logics of government/social welfare, wealth creation/profit
making and citizen engagement/non-profit objectives (E.g., Billis, 2010; Jäger
and Schröer, 2014). These formations of MSIs are not the remit of these studies.
They are unlikely to feature significantly in the post-2015 organisational architecture. However, to a limited extent, the Interlocutors described in the studies
may provide some ideas of what could evolve in this direction.
MSIs and the MSI Studies
It should be clear from the foregoing that understanding MSIs depending on the
perspective of the analyst and objectives of their enquiry. Generic definitions are
simply too broad to be of much help in setting up empirical work. In drawings on
theoretical backdrops and existing experiences, these studies created a typology that
corresponds to the understanding of MSI ‘contested’ motivations and stakeholders
as relative direct and indirect power players.
Multi-stakeholder initiatives are not, therefore, defined by how many ‘sectors’ are
involved, but by the extent to which there are contending claims on the outcome.
Whose interests are being advanced or threatened? Put another way, MSIs of interest are not those that simply combine/integrate competencies of various parties to
better achieve an uncontested outcome. Economic and social justice involve some
sort of ‘struggle’ that can be between actors within a ‘tri-sector’ model – international versus local NGOs; ministers at loggerheads protecting their departments; makers of generic medicines versus those with patents to protect - as well as between
them. These studies are interested in cases with a wide diversity of ‘protagonists’
To help in both classification and comparisons, Table 1 shows the analytic distinctions applied to the cases studied.
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Table 1. MSI Categories
Type

Purpose

A

Service provision/
implementation

B

Standard setting/protecting

C

Institutional reform/
rule change

D

Socio-political power shift

Sub-National Scale
/ Identity Group

National Scale

Determining these critical perspectives – which are not value-free – is a necessary grounding for analysing what empirical work says about guiding principles
for MSI effectiveness of interest to Task Team.
MSIs’ Guiding Principles for Social Transformation
Over the years, studies of MSIs directed at social transformation have documented and analysed experiences of success and failure that point towards guiding
principles of collaboration when it involves a wide diversity of institutions rather
than, say, business-NGO social partnerships (Seitanidi, 2014). A useful point of
reference in development studies is the notion of a ‘bridging organisation’ that
originated in a tri-sector institutional paradigm spoken about earlier, to connect
different types of stakeholders in different ways at different scales (Brown, 1990,
1993). Taking civil society organisations as examples, this role is played in many
ways – as networked relationships, as associations, as coordination bodies, as
dedicated NGOs – whose challenge is to be credible, trusted and legitimate in
‘holding the circle’ of diverse, contending views, needs, powers, expectations
and so on.
	‘Bridging organizations can be distinguished from other forms of interorganizational collaboration, such as joint ventures, multi-party round tables or
mediations) in that they have identities and interests that are independent of
the other stakeholders.’ (Brown, 1993: p. 3)
His early analysis of the tensions involved in this developmental role and how
they are dealt with points to the importance of: (1) periodically reaffirming strategic coherence and mutuality in theory of change that the negotiated agenda
or goals rely on; (2) paying attention to the vulnerabilities involved in leadership
roles that must rely on mandated not hierarchal authority; (3) having and maintaining mechanisms for managing differences; (4) influencing external parties
that are not necessarily at the table but, like funders, are ‘in the room’ in terms
of what they can influence; and (5) adapting to social change as it happens from
whatever sources, that is having processes that adjust to complexity and turbulent environments.
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Often labelled as ‘partnerships’, over some twenty years ‘bridging’ perspectives
on MSIs have been reaffirmed, embellished and expanded. Influenced by the
work of Eleanor Ostrom (2005), the terrain of theory has evolved to a broader
view of collective action as a problem of countering sub-optimization of outcomes when each party seeks the optimum gain for themselves. Hemmati and
Rogers (2015: 11) rely on such theory by treating MSIs as ‘collaborative initiatives’
that “strike a delicate balance between self-interest and group interest.” Further
thinking about MSIs has also been spurred by globalization (Brown, Khagram,
Moor and Frumkin, 2000) and concerns about sustainability. We are now in an
era where greater attention to the place and role of multi-lateral agencies, national government and, more recently, businesses and citizen action have increased the scope of evidence about what MSI guiding principles for effectiveness
look like.
For example, Felix Dodds (2015) uses the experience of five international MSIs
with some UN involvement to argue that the SDGs need a set of partnership
principals and guidelines that also draw on and refine those that exist, for example in the ten ‘universals’ that that business must subscribe to as members of
the UN Global Compact.
‘Five Multi-Stakeholder Partnerships (MSPs) are presented in this paper as
examples of successful partnerships: The Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisation (the GAVI Alliance), the Global Polio Eradication Initiative (GPEI),
the Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Partnership (REEEP), the Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) and the UN Global Compact CEO Water Mandate
were chosen given their association with the United Nations and the fact that
they have certain elements in common which speak to their success; elements
that could play a role when developing criteria for future partnerships.’
In addition to universal principles embodied, for example, in the UN Global Compact for business, his way of moving towards more operational principles for MSIs
is to define elements for their assessment. These include: Accountability, Transparency, Effectiveness, Equity, Flexibility, Good Governance, Inclusiveness, Participation and Independence from vested interests. In conclusion he advises ECOSOC
to consider commissioning a study of ‘lessons learned’ review of MSIs. He also
suggests that, inspired by Rio 1992, a UN Agency and/or programme is appointed
as a ‘one-stop shop’ Task Manager for each SDG.
A commercial perspective on today’s MSI principles is illustrated by the Network
for Business Sustainability (NBS, 2013). In this review, four cases studies are summarised: two involving NGOs and two types of businesses; two involving a variety
of industry players and NGOs as well as a government regulator and communities. The analysis of these, plus extensive literature reviews, shows that partner
selection is a critical starting point, where skills, credibility, relative power, organisational culture, time horizon and ability to represent are issues for companies to
look for and to weigh up. The process stage of collaboration needs to: explore differences, find a shared vision, agree on management, build trust, handle conflict,
evaluate, share power, develop leadership and find consensus (NBS, 2013: 10-13).
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A civil society angle into principles can be derived from a critical look at when
does it make sense, or not, to join an MSI (Miller-Dawkins, 2014), as well as
having the competencies required to do so (Huijstee, 2012). For May Miller-Dawkins, a critical principle for engagement is the type of ‘legitimizing participation’: representative, deliberative and functional.
	Representative MSIs have stakeholders nominated by stakeholder groups
which are represented on governing structures (e.g., Roundtable on Palm Oil
Sustainability)
	Deliberative MSIs focus on consensus and dialogue which can be designed
to ensure that voices of marginalised and ‘non-organised’ stakeholders are
heard (e.g., World Commission on Dams).
	Functional MSIs concentrate on technical problem solving or resolving conflicts (e.g., Alliance for Water Stewardship).
She points out that ‘participation’ can include publically choosing not to join an
MSI in order to exert influence by campaigning and external monitoring.
Credibility of an MSI co-depends on who is engaged and how. As the name
implies, the first relies on people representing their group or industry or interest with a plausible or vital reason to be involved as seen by both insiders and
outsiders. Deliberative set ups are meant to provide a place/space/platform for
dialogue in order to find a consensus where attention to inclusion of the least
powerful, but possibly most affected, is ensured. Communities displaced by
dams is one example. Functional participation tends to rely on technical problem solving calling for expertise to argue the cases and resolve disputes and
conflict which are, ostensibly, not political which would require a delegation of
authority to negotiate. She notes that choosing to be a ‘critical outsider’ can still
mean being stakeholder – seen in watchdog NGOs as commentators, for example Social Watch.
In terms of guiding principles, a distillation of the careful analysis made by
Mariëtte van Huijstee on CSO engagement in MSIs with commercial enterprises
would be to concentrate on what she has defined as critical issues of MSI design
for CSOs. She makes a distinction between dialogue/negotiation, formalisation,
implementation and continuous improvement phases. In doing so she recognises that the nature of the individual involved matters: awareness of the constituency behind you; negotiation skills; a collaborative attitude, but not at all
costs; trustworthiness; and an adequate mandate to be a real player not simply
a disempowered voice. Critical principles are: to reach acceptable minimum
standards applied at scale that is meaningful – are the right companies committed; do the motivations/incentives involved make sense; are there mechanisms
which ‘discipline’ failure to live up to promises; why is government regulation
not appropriate; does the MSI governance/decision-making structure deliver on
democracy for the mix of stakeholder groups, with recognised conflict/grievance
arrangements; will information access, timing and flows ensure transparency
and accountability; and will the structure of financing ensure adequate potential
for ensuring the ‘collaborative sovereignty’ of each stakeholder?
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Recent reviews of collaboration in practice update principles of MSIs’ value to
society. They home in on the critical issue of leadership and a dualistic governance view of MSIs: on the one hand as mechanisms that make up for shortcoming public governance tied, on the other hand, to the quality of the governance of MSIs themselves (e.g., Rich and Moberg, 2015), hence bringing attention
to the nature of the ‘host’ or interlocutor. They also are more probing in terms
of when MSIs are the best option. In their analysis of different ways that people
and organisations collaborate to achieve collective impact Kania and Kramer
(2013:39) identify five conditions for success: a common agenda; a shared management system; mutually reinforcing activities; continuous communication;
and a ‘backbone’ organisation as the necessary interlocutor.
Revisiting the concept of ‘bridging’, Dave Brown (2015) reviews experiences of
leadership development supported by the Synergos Foundation, which translated into five critical elements for MSIs. First, is the importance of local engagement and sensitivity in the provision of external assistance.
	But cooperation across social boundaries can be difficult. Ideas that come
from out¬side parties are not always compelling to actors on the ground,
and financial resources cannot substitute for local understanding and commitment. Too much outside support, particularly from impatient donors,
can short-circuit the kinds of discussions that are necessary for cooperation.
Too much reliance on external support can also undermine sustainability.
Bridge-building and the U Process, therefore, emphasize the value of bringing together local actors to articulate a sense of shared purpose and to
pursue joint action.
Second, is the development of cross-boundary leadership that builds a credible
and strong coalition that connects to the larger context. Third is a way of mutually ‘theorizing’ what needs to be done as a collective practice to bring about
systemic change, which links to a fourth element of enabling and protecting
innovation – new ways of relating and doing things. Fifth is the investing in
embedding and sustaining institutional change with reconfigured rules and
boundaries.
A conference on MSI effectiveness held at Wilton Park in England in April 2014
(World Bank, 2014) brought together stakeholders from civil society, business,
government and the facilitation community from 16 countries. The event was
prompted by a felt need to reflect and cross-learn from internationally inspired
and funded MSIs designed to address serious governance challenges, such as
accountability and transparency. The term ‘secretariat’ was used to cover the mix
of ‘hosting’ entities that such MSIs pivot around and rely on. How they are governed is itself a subject of evaluation (IMII, 2014). The gathering identified fourteen
barriers to effectiveness and nine blockages to overcoming them. Leverage points
for action included: building/capturing effective methodologies; making the case
through research and studies; paying attention to evidence-based results and
impact; understanding the power and politics in play in a country because what is
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local ultimately determines performance; improve understanding about stakeholder sensitivity to incentives; enhance awareness of the culture and political economy of a country in terms of the government ecosystem and regime willingness to
engage; concentrate on the quality of process facilitation as a key to building trust
and gaining cohesion, and; through communities of practice, or similar arrangements, for sharing learning. The participants posed the question of whether or not
MSIs are the most appropriate approach to improving governance, concluding
that this mechanism should be a last resort.
Finally, a recent probing analysis of MSI experience in relation of the SDGs puts
forward a fine-grained transformational model that connects Individual, Institutional, Relational and Cultural dimensions (Hennati and Rogers, 2015: 14). The importance of communication stands out as a critical feature of MSI development.
Otherwise, the content brings together many of the elements to be found in other
studies and analysis, but with valuable emphasis towards the attitudes and aptitudes of individuals and of the institutions they work within. While it is difficult to
elevate individuals’ traits - such as empathy, negotiating skills and social capital
- to MSI principles, their significance for performance is a common finding (e.g.,
Browne, 2015). The authors’ ambitions and ongoing work is to establish templates
for MSEC processes for implementing the SDGs at local, sub-national, national
and international levels, helping practitioners and policy makers to ask the right
questions and engage the necessary capacities (ibid: 1). Referencing Felix Dodd’s
idea of Task Managers, advances the notion that agencies in the UN system are
suitable ‘convenors’ of SDG-implementation through MSI processes.
The reviews of existing resources can be translated into a number of broad guiding principles. Our overall analysis of these materials suggest that MSIs of the
type that Task Team are concerned with are more likely to be effective if: (1) the
quality of leadership conforms with processes where differences in power are acknowledged and where inclusion and voluntarism of membership are respected;
(2) local contexts and actors are recognised as the final arbiters of performance;
(3) a common agenda is negotiated and not imposed; (4) mutual trust is gained
and maintained; (5) (resource) commitments made are realistic and lived up to;
(6) communication is open and fluid; and (7) there is accountable governance with
rules of the game being co-defined and fairly applied.
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